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Chapter 361 – Lin Yi’s Gifter  

Oh, nothing we were just talking about burning a cockroach Yushu still wanted to hear about how Lin Yi 

punished Jianwen and Taizao! There was no way shed piss him off. 

Shu, wheres your honor! Youre all talk! Mengyao glared angrily at how Yushu was denying everything. 

Hehe Yushu pretended as if she didnt hear anything. Jumping off from the sofa, she ran over to Lin Yi. 

Hurry, Shield Bro! How did you punish An Jianwen and Su Taizao? Tell me! 

Mengyao was still annoyed at Yushu, but found the topic very interesting as well. She turned to Lin Yi, 

eyes wide. 

Haha, look for yourself. Lin Yi handed his phone to Yushu. 

Little bro Lin! Come, Ive told the manager to get us some hotties! 

Thats great! Im definitely in the mood after food like that. 

Dialogue started coming from the phone- Mengyao couldnt help but glare at Lin Yi as she listened to the 

audio. See, Shu? I told you! Looks like well have to let Tang Yin listen to this tomorrow, show her what 

kind of person Lin Yi is! 

Yushu looked at Lin Yi as well, curious. Shield Bro, are you really that kind of person? 

Ah Just keep watching. Lin Yi shrugged without explaining. 

Mengyao frowned when she heard Lin Yi ask for Snow and Rose. Lin Yi, you even know about their 

names! 

…… Lin Yi only motioned for her to keep watching. 

Mengyao assumed that Lin Yi was feeling guilty, and continued watching after a hmph. It wasnt until Lin 

Yi started acting like a coward that she understood what was going on. 

Why would someone like Lin Yi be scared of confrontation?? 

Mengyao and Yushu realized what Lin Yi was plotting by the time they heard the wine bottle shatter- 

they guessed that the person in that room wasnt someone whod take kindly to that sort of thing! Lin Yi 

was using someone else to punish Jianwen and Taizao! 

 

As expected, the man in the room raged and sent his men on the duo- Lin Yi then pulled his phone out 

and the scene of Jianwen and Taizao getting beaten up came to life 

Hahaha! Thats amazing, Shield Bro! Yushu looked quite pleased as she enjoyed the footage. Those guys 

sure deserve that, trying to get you with a sex worker and everything! 

Only idiots would fall for a trick like that. Mengyao hmphed, not intending to praise Lin Yi at all, 

forgetting that shed been doubtful of him the whole time. 



Hahaha, I cant! Theyre so dumb! Yushu was having the time of her life. Shield Bro, send me that later! Ill 

watch it again when Im bored! 

Sure. Lin Yi nodded 

He received a call from Xiaobo when he went back into his room- the guy was pretty troubled over the 

what kind of present he should bring to the birthday feast. 

Boss, what do you think? Im going there with you and Fen, after all, so itd be pretty embarrassing if I 

dont bring something good. 

Ah You know, your second grandpa, being Miracle Doctor Kang and everything He doesnt really lack 

anything, and anything you give to him he probably wont care very much. Lin Yi said with a smile. Thats 

because of their attitude towards your family. Like you said, your family and his look like youre getting 

along alright, but arent, right? If thats the case then theyll think youre being stingy and poor if you give 

them some crappy gift, but theyll still think youre trying too hard, going way beyond your abilities just to 

impress them if you get them something luxurious! 

Man, thats right! Xiaobo nodded, enlightened. If it were Kang Zhaoming, then everythings different! My 

second grandpa would treat even a page of his calligraphy as treasure if he gave him that as a present, 

since hes his direct grandson and everything 

Alright, Xiaobo, since you call me boss and everything Ill take care of this for you! Ill prepare something 

big for him, but its his business whether he believes it or not. Lin Yi said after some hesitation. 

Oh? You have something good, boss? Xiaobo asked, delighted. Is it anything that can make us look really 

good, boss? 

Yeah, but Im not sure if theyll believe its good. Lin Yi said. 

Well, its fine if they dont believe it. As long as the thought is there! Xiaobo nodded. Well, whatever the 

case is, Ill always trust you, boss! 

A smile formed on Lin Yis lips as he hung the phone up. Miracle Doctor Kang, huh  

They might become enemies in the future when his Miracle Doctor Guan brand succeeds- Lin Yi decided 

to deal with him at the birthday feast to prevent him from having any bad thoughts in the future. 

He thought of an idea after that acupuncture session with Zhenhu the other day- a bone washing elixir. 

Naturally, not an actual bone washing elixir, since that required huge amounts of branded herbs and 

medicines, resulting in a terrifying cost. There wasnt enough stock of those herbs and medicine for mass 

elixir production in the first place, too. 

That was something Old Lin gave Lin Yi when he was small, something he used to eat to strengthen his 

constitution. It expelled the toxins from the body, achieving the same effect bone washing did. 

Lin Yi, of course, would never give out something that good. He was thinking of making a replacement, 

something that expelled toxins but on a smaller scale, something that wasnt able to fully cleanse even 

the deeper toxins within the body. It wouldnt be able to fortify constitution the way the real one could. 



Yet even so, itd result in up to ten years of life prolongation, on the condition that there werent any 

major problems with the body. It wasnt a miracle medicine or anything, just something that removed 

toxins. It didnt cure anything. 

Lin Yis acupuncture on Zhenhus body achieved a similar effect, something that could be replaced by 

Eastern medicine.  

What Lin Yi was planning on bringing to the birthday feast, however, was a bone washing elixir hed 

renamed- Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing. 

Chapter 362 – Boss Has A Plan 

Naturally, Lin Yi wouldnt mass produce something like that despite it being possible, nor was he 

planning on releasing the recipe. A lack of supply called for demand, and only when something was rare 

did people pursue it. 

Itd attract a lot of attention from different groups, as well- Lin Yi didnt want to be in that sort of position 

yet, living in the center of the storm and everything.  

He wanted to just take a couple of the pills out without saying that it was him who refined them, 

releasing them inconsistently so as to stay low-key. 

Lin Yi had been planning on giving some of the more famous people samples when his Miracle Doctor 

Guan company started off, so as to increase its credibility and start things off with a bang, but letting 

Miracle Doctor Kang have a try for his birthday feast would be nice as well 

If he believed him and used it, his words would bring in the confidence of the people with all the 

credibility he had going for him. 

If not, then Lin Yi would only think of it as a pity. 

Hed wanted to start working on the pills after the birthday feast, but the phone call with Xiaobo had 

changed his plans. 

Fortunately for him, there was still time for him to make it. 

That Saturday afternoon, Xiaobos call came in, and Lin Yi drove to Time Street stop to pick Xiaobo up. 

Tang Yins father Tang Jucheng had a surgery on Monday, and Tang Yin was helping her mother out at 

the hospital. Lin Yi was thinking of getting her after getting Xiaobo. 

Xiaobo had explained who Fen was to his parents, as well, saying that she was a best friend of Tang Yin, 

whose boyfriend was Lin Yi, Xiaobos friend.  

 Xiaobos parents didnt doubt the story- they actually thought it was a good thing that Xiaobo was 

bringing his friends along, since hed always been unwilling towards going to his second grandpas house. 

Hed been unwilling even despite the passionate invitations- Xiaobos parents had no idea the sort of 

mockery Kang Zhaoming threw at Xiaobo under the seemingly normal surface. 

Lin Yi parked the car at the Time Street bus stop, and Xiaobo got on. Boss, lets go get Fen first- shes at 

home. 



Lin Yi nodded and drove to the slums where Fen lived, already familiar with the place. 

Man, Fen doesnt really wanna go anymore. Even though weve agreed on it and everything Xiaobo 

sighed. She barely said yes after I talked her into it again, but who knows if shell turn back on that. 

Thats normal- shes going to meet Kang Zhaoming, after all, this permanent thorn in her heart. Its 

understandable for her to have second thoughts when the time finally comes. Lin Yi said. Kang Zhaoming 

hurt her before, but you using a method like this to make her forget about him doesnt mean you 

shouldnt think about her feelings. 

I get that- thats why Ill always be with her. Zhaoming wont be able to bully her with me there. Xiaobo 

held a fist. Ill protect her at all costs. 

I believe you. Lin Yi nodded. Although, Lin Yi himself would be with Xiaobo and Fen for their protection, 

even if Xiaobo didnt say so. 

He parked the car at Fens house, and made a phone call to Tang Yin as Xiaobo went to get her. 

Hello Tang Yin whispered after quickly picking up the phone. Are you here already, Lin Yi? My dads 

asleep, I cant speak too loudly 

Not yet, Im getting Fen with Xiaobo. Lin Yi said. Ill come get you later. 

Okay Tang Yin said softly, followed by Mrs. Tangs voice. Yin, is that Lin? Go and have fun, Ill take care of 

things here! Your dad still hasnt gone through the surgery yet, so go! 

It was replied with Tang Yins helpless and embarrassed voice. Okay, okay, mom- I get it, stop worrying Ill 

leave later, okay 

Haha Lin Yi hung the phone up with a smile. 

Xiaobo was helping Fen walk down- Fen had a limp, and it was very obvious when she walked on her 

two feet. 

Shed almost always be in a wheelchair at home, but wheelchairs wouldnt be very appropriate today. 

See, I told you to let me carry you- you almost fell. Xiaobo subconsciously picked her up as she tripped a 

little. 

Fen looked fresh and pure today, having on a t-shirt, a pair of three-quarters jeans, and soft makeup on 

her face. Her hair was carefully tidied up, as well- she looked nothing like the sick patient shed been 

back at the hospital. 

She was wearing a pair of nice sunglasses, as well- it gave her the youthful beauty type of look, similar to 

Tang Yin. No wonder the two were soulmates. 

Lin Yi could imagine the number of admirers Fen mustve had in the past, as much as Tang Yin did. 

Fate played them different hands, however- Fen now had to rest at home, away from school, sick. Itd be 

really hard for her to leave her house again if it werent for Xiaobo. 

She hadnt fully opened up yet, but she looked a lot happier than before. 



Shed be even more radiant if it werent for her leg. 

You look really pretty today, Fen. Lin Yi praised. Someone like Fen needed confidence the most right 

now- she needed constant encouragement. 

Really Fen lowered her head a little happily. I was afraid Id embarrass Xiaobo 

No way- Why would I be embarrassed with someone as beautiful as you?  Xiaobo said. 

But my leg Fen knew that Xiaobo was trying to console her- at the very least, her parents never spoke 

the truth about this sort of thing. 

Dont worry about that- Boss said he has a way to heal you! Xiaobo made eye contact with Lin Yi. Right, 

boss? 

Xiaobo wanted Lin Yi to give Fen hope- even if he couldnt heal her now, Xiaobo wanted Fen to have the 

confidence. She knew about Lin Yis medical abilities, after all. 

Xiaobo you can stop trying to make me feel better Even the doctors at the hospital say that theres no 

hope Fen sighed, her eyes distant. 

It can be healed, but I need some materials for that. Ill have to go back home to get them. Lin Yi said. 

The problem with your leg is in the nerves, not the bones- thats why the hospital cant do anything about 

it. Human nerves are more fragile and unknown- in most cases, hospitals cant really do anything about 

dead nerves, but if were looking at it with Eastern medicine, then those nerves are just blocked and not 

flowing- as long as we break through that blockage Itll be possible for you to heal. 

Chapter 363 – Keeping The Good Stuff For Yourself 

Lin Yis answer wasnt definitive- he didnt say to Fen blatantly that hed be able to cure her for sure, only 

that it was possible! Yet that made Fen all the more happier, because if Lin Yi had said that shed heal 

with certainty then shed think he was consoling her Lin Yis words actually gave Fen confidence. 

Lin Yi, will you really be able to heal my leg? Fen was both surprised and delighted- even Xiaobo was 

looking at Lin Yi in anticipation. 

Yes, but dont rush it. Lin Yi smiled. Its not a problem at all. 

Lin Yi had some medicine back home that stimulated the nerves, something the old man used to give 

him so as to stimulate his bodys potential. He didnt need that kind of strengthening medicine anymore 

after starting his Art of Dragon Mastery training, so hed just put it aside. 

Since he didnt need it himself, he didnt see the point in getting into the research of that sort of 

medicine. Even if he didnt go back to his old home for the materials, hed get the recipe all the same if he 

did some research of his own, or gave Old Lin a call. 

Yeah! Fen nodded her head, excited. It was her dream, after all, to be able to walk like everyone else. 

She felt refreshed now that Lin Yi had given her hope again. 



Xiaobo, on the other hand, was quite happy at Fens change in attitude. He talked to her about the 

interesting things that happened at school, including Lin Yis heroic deeds, his slaps and kicks on Ruoming 

and Pinliang. 

Yin Yin sure is lucky to meet your boss! Hes nice, and treats her nice too. Fen was evidently happy for 

Tang Yin- her boyfriend was so many times better than that Kang Zhaoming! 

 

Isnt Xiaobo nice to you as well? Lin Yi added. 

Yeah, Im your follower, after all, boss! Ive inherited your kind ways. Xiaobo said dramatically. 

Haha Fen giggled. Inherited? Hes not your dad! 

Tang Yin was in disbelief when she got on the car. 

Fen you youre so beautiful Tang Yin rubbed her eyes, not expecting Fen to look so beautiful- shed been 

used to a sickly Fen all these years, after all 

Stop joking around, Yin Ill never be as pretty as you! Fen was quite happy from the praise- she wasnt on 

the same level as Tang Yin, who was already beautiful even without makeup, but she was still very much 

above average. 

They say girls dress for the man they fancy- youre all dressed up for Kang Xiaobo, arent you! Tang YIn 

joked. 

Me? Yin why arent you in your school uniform today? Thats a nice dress youre wearing, too- Ive never 

seen you in it before. Fen shifted the attention back to Tang Yin. 

This dress… Tang Yins face reddened- it was the one Lin Yi bought her back at the night market, the one 

shed kept tucked away in her closet out of her frustration towards Lin Yi. 

Now that her relationship with Lin Yi had been fixed, there was no reason for her to avoid it anymore. 

I gave it to her. Lin Yi said with a smile. 

Oh Xiaobo and Fen nodded understandingly. 

What! I gave you fifty kuai for it! Tang Yin glared. If you say its a gift then when are you planning to give 

it back! 

Haha Lin Yi knew that it was a joke- Tang Yin wouldnt really ask for that money back. 

Oh, right- boss, wheres that gift you prepared? Xiaobo asked all of a sudden. 

Here. Lin Yi pulled out a very exquisite looking box from his pocket- it was small.  

Oh? Whats this? It looks so high-end! Xiaobo said curiously as he received it from Lin Yi. Hm? Boss, 

whats this black pill? 

Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing. Lin Yi answered with his original name. 

Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing? Xiaobo repeated. How come Ive heard of this before? 



A miracle doctor gave it to me- theres not much in stock. Lin Yi said. Itll quickly cleanse the toxins from 

your body for the sake of extending your life- using it will give you somewhere between five to ten years 

of life! 

Shit! That good..? Seriously, boss? Why give him something this amazing? Xiaobos words rendered Fen 

and Tang Yin a little speechless. 

Isnt he your second grandpa? Lin Yi was speechless as well. 

Yes, but he doesnt treat my family very well these past years Something like this Id rather use it myself, 

no, give it to Fen! Xiaobo remembered Fen just after naming himself. 

Fen was a bit moved, but rejected it. We dont need this kind of stuff at our age, right? 

Fens right! Lin Yi nodded. Youre young, so even if you wanna cleanse your toxins there wont be much to 

cleanse. Its extra effective for old people. 

So thats how it is! Xiaobo said, enlightened. But still, giving something this good to him is still a pity! 

Wouldnt it be better to just keep it for myself? 

I still have some by the time youll need it- Im saving them for you. Lin Yi smiled. Well just give this to 

that second grandpa of yours, okay? 

Okay Xiaobo looked at the pill a little regretfully. Boss, youre not playing one on me or anything, right? Is 

this really that amazing? 

Its not amazing or anything, it has scientific research behind it- the more toxins we accumulate the 

higher the threat they pose to our bodies! Especially people who are older, their bodies have more and 

more toxins piled up if they dont take precautions from when they were still young. Lin Yi explained. It 

just removes toxins, thats all- it doesnt really do much other than that. 

I see! Xiaobo nodded. Alright then, well just give this to him since hes my second grandpa. 

Lin Yi then drove towards Donghai- it was a city in the province, only around three hours away from 

Songshan. 

Lin Yis van wasnt as fast as the other cars, so itd be a four-hour trip for them. There wasnt much he 

could do about it, since pushing the car over its limits would result in it falling apart. 

It was already six by the time they reached Donghai. 

Where do we go? Lin Yi had no idea where he was after exiting the highway- he didnt know anything 

about Donghai at all. 

Wait, Ill make a call! Xiaobo signaled for Lin Yi to park at the roadside as he dialed his parents up. 

Chapter 364 – Shifu’s Ex-Enemy 

Xiaobos parents had departed in the morning, not waiting for Xiaobo since he was taking his friends car 

here. 

Xiaobos father picked up the phone. Xiaobo, are you guys here yet? 



Yeah, we just got off the highway! Were at Donghais city entrance. Xiaobo said. Dad, where are you guys 

living? Well go to you? 

Were at Moon on the Sea Hotel, but Mr. Kang sighed without saying anything. 

Dad? Whats wrong? Xiaobo paused at the sigh- something was troubling his father. Dad, where are you? 

Im at the hotel your second grandpa arranged for us Mr. Kang said. But, Xiaobo, you should go to 

another hotel with your friends. Go to a good one, dont affect their experience here 

Ah? Xiaobo blinked. Why, dad? Didnt they get us hotel rooms? 

Mr. Kang sighed. They only left us three one room We cant let you come live here alone, right? 

Didnt you guys tell them Im bringing some friends over? Xiaobo was getting worried. 

I did, I did, but your second grandpa said he was too busy and forgot about it Mr. Kang sighed. I dont 

know if he really did forget, but I dont want to dwell on that Its just that your second uncle really doesnt 

know his way around words! He said that you could just throw your friends into some cheap hotel and 

hed pay for it Just listen to what hes saying. 

Isnt Moon on the Sea the one we stayed at last time? Didnt they book the entire resort? How come we 

cant even get two extra rooms? Xiaobo felt very humiliated- Lin Yi, Tang Yin, and Fen could hear 

everything his father was saying! It angered him. 

He said that theres VIPs and Xiaobo, its fine. Ill give you money, so bring your friends to another hotel. 

Find one thats good. Mr. Kang didnt want to dwell on the subject. Remember not to neglect your 

friends. 

Alright Xiaobo hung up and raised his fist, intending to hit the car out of frustration. He managed to pull 

it back. What the hell! This is so unfair! 

Kang Zhaomin had brought along a ton of his friends the last birthday feast, and all of them got to stay 

at the hotel, with many of them having a single room to themselves! Why did his friends have to stay at 

some random motel?! 

Its fine, Xiaobo. Lin Yi didnt mind. Well stay somewhere else. 

Boss, you dont know this, but Moon on the Sea is actually a resort, a really huge one! Theres no way its 

out of rooms! Xiaobo said angrily. Theyre just looking down on us! 

Ah Moon on the Sea, huh? Lin Yi blinked. Is that the name? 

Whats wrong, boss? You know the place? Xiaobo asked curiosuly at Lin Yis stunned look. 

Wait, Ill make a call. Lin Yi got out of the car after some hesitation. 

He didnt want to use his old connections, but this was his last mission- he wanted a normal life after its 

end, and he was willing to commit even if it meant being the Miss follower his whole life. 

A life without bullets and fire, blades and blood It held too much value for Lin Yi. 



But just for this once, for Kang Xiaobo, his first and only bro after hed entered this normal life Lin Yi 

decided that hed make an exception just this once. 

He went to somewhere a little farther from the van and dialed up a number. 

A pretty voice sounded not long after. Eagle? 

Howd you know? Lin Yi paused. 

The calls coming from Donghai. The voice sounded like it was making a rebuke. Currently. Youre the only 

one operating on a more special assignment there. 

Oh? Still a princess of the hacker world, I see. Lin Yi smiled bitterly. All-knowing of my location and 

everything 

Even if I didnt, your phone numbers a Songshan number. Id have been able to make a conjecture 

regardless. The princess hmphed. Confirming your location is just that, a confirmation. 

Alright, Ill admit i suck with computers. Lin Yi surrendered. Something I wanna ask you- is the hotel 

Moon on the Sea at Donghai under our peoples control? I remember seeing that on my pocket PC once. 

Wheres your pocket PC? The princess asked without answering the question. 

My old mans using it for his games Lin Yi sweated helplessly. He said my current mission isnt dangerous 

anyway, so I wont need it 

Games? The princess was evidently quite speechless, but she didnt have the right to criticize Old Lin. She 

pretended that she didn’t hear anything. So, Moon on the Sea is under our control 

Yeah. Tell me how I can contact the one in charge. Lin Yi said. 

The princess told Lin Yi the method. 

Alright. Im hanging up then. Lin Yi said after writing it down. 

Dont you have anything else to say to me? The princess asked. 

What..? Lin Yi blinked. 

Bye! The princess cut the phone off without waiting for Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi smiled bitterly at his phone. What the hell was she up to again? 

What Lin Yi didnt expect, however, was that the owner of Moon on the Sea was more than just 

someone on their side- he was an old rival of his shifu. He never met him before, but he did hear his 

shifu mention the guy more than once. 

Lin Yi dialed his number up. 

Hello? Who is this? The deep voice of a man sounded from the other end. 

Uncle Tian? Lin Yi tested. 

You are? The supposed Uncle Tian didnt know who this man was. 



Im Lin Yi. Lin Yi said. 

Uncle Tian was evidently taken aback by that revealation- he went silent, as if trying to digest the name. 

Boss inside pupil? 

Thats me. Lin Yi said. 

Please tell me your codename and codeword in the organization. Uncle Tian was quite evidently a 

cautious man. 

Eagle Lin Yi said before speaking the English combination password. 

My apologies, Master Lin- Just following protocol! Uncle Tian sounded a lot more passionate all of a 

sudden. Any instructions? 

Chapter 365 – Associated With Everyone 

Instructions? I dont have any instructions Lin Yi was a special case, but even so this was an elder he was 

talking to, an old enemy of his shifu! Lin Yi would, naturally, want to be humbler. Uncle Tian, its a 

request for your help. 

Just tell me what you need. Uncle Tian was a bit angry. Youre boss heir- your words are the boss words! 

Alright, so heres the thing- Im attending my friends second grandpas birthday feast with him, but there 

arent any rooms left. Do you have spots for us at your place? Lin Yi asked. 

Is that it? Uncle Tian was stunned at how simple it was. Is it Kang Laicais birthday feast? 

Kangs the surname- Miracle Doctor Kang. Dont know if its Kang Laicai or not. Lin Yi chilled at the name- 

no wonder the guy was rich. 

(a direct translation of the characters lai cai would be come, money…) 

Thats him. Uncle Tian said with a smile. The Kangs booked the whole resort already, but I have a villa of 

my own there not for commercial use. You can just come over. 

Alright, Ill go right now. Ill give you a call when I get there. Lin Yi made sure to give him a reminder. Im 

currently a student. 

I understand. Uncle Tian said with a chuckle- he wouldnt ask questions about Lin Yis identities and goals. 

Lin Yi hung up and went back to the car. Its done, lets go. 

Go where? Xiaobo blinked. 

To that Moon on the Sea resort! Lin Yi said as he started the car. 

I thought there werent any rooms left Boss, you have a connection there? Xiaobo was getting excited. 

We get to stay at Moon on the Sea too? 

Yeah Lin Yi nodded. The owner is an elder of mine. 

Jesus, boss! Youre amazing! Xiaobo was as impressed as could be towards Lin Yi right now- his eyes 

flamed with fire, proud that he could make a comeback. 



His second uncle didnt want to let him stay there, did he? Well, here he was, heading to his own place 

without bothering with the rooms hed prepared! 

Tang Yin turned to Lin Yi after seeing Xiaobos excitement, her eyes curious. This guy seemed to be able 

to avoid every trouble and obstacle wherever he went He even knew the owner of Moon on the Sea!  

He sure knew a lot of people. 

Haha Alright, calm down. Its not just a room, either, its a villa! Lin Yi smiled at Xiaobo. 

Villa? Seriously? Xiaobos eyes were wide open. I heard that Moon on the Sea only has thirty villas, and 

only ten of them werent for business Oh, boss, you know the owner so of course we get a villa! 

Lin Yi didnt know where the resort was, but he did pull Yushus GPS off of her Beetle and installed it in his 

car. 

It was a very famous resort- he only needed to type the name in to see a clear route. 

Kang Xiaobos second uncle, Kang Zhaomings father, was currently standing at the gates of Moon and 

the Sea, greeting guests. 

Kang Xiaobo’s first uncle, on the other hand, was the CEO of the company Miracle Doctor Kang 

Medicine- he was a figure much more important than Xiaobos second uncle, and was with a couple of 

bigger guests inside the hotel. 

Boss, thats my second uncle, and the one beside him is Kang Zhaoming Xiaobo pointed to the people, 

introducing them to Lin Yi. 

Xiaobo Fen closed her eyes in fright upon seeing the guys figure- this was someone she was once head 

over heels for, but those emotions were no longer something she understood. 

Was it still love? Or was it hate, or fear? 

Xiaobo grabbed Fens hand tightly. Dont worry, its alright Im here, and my boss is here too No ones 

gonna bully you 

Im still kinda scared Fen was clearly very nervous- she didnt look like she wanted to let go of Xiaobos 

arm at all. 

Its alright If youre not ready yet then just bend down and close your eyes, itll be fine Xiaobo consoled. 

Okay Fen did as Xiaobo suggested. 

Lin Yi sounded the horn at the rail blocking their way. 

Zhaoming took a look at Lin Yis car and walked over impatiently to a security guard. Can you guys tell the 

delivery vehicles to go through the back? How many times do I have to say this? It irritates our guests! 

Yes, Master Kang. The security guard said carefully. He turned to look at the licence plate on Lin Yis van- 

he didnt know this car. Was it a delivery van for the hotel? 

(he calls Zhaoming Second Master Kang here) 



Delivery vehicles go through the back! Kang Zhaoming ran over impatiently and swung a hand at Lin Yi. 

Im not a delivery guy, Im here to stay at the hotel. Lin Yi was a little speechless- this was the second time 

hed been mistaken for a delivery guy. 

The hotel? My familys booked the whole place, there arent any rooms left. Go somewhere else. 

Zhaoming turned and left without paying Lin Yi any more attention. 

He couldnt be bothered bullshitting with some stranger. 

Xiaobo frowned and got out the car. Zhaoming, its me and my classmates- were here to celebrate 

second grandpas birthday feast! 

Oh? Zhaoming was evidently taken aback from Xiaobos appearance- didnt he ask his father to tell them 

not to come to Moon on the Sea and stay somewhere else? 

Zhaoming didnt like Xiaobo too much- Xiaobo didnt pay him respect or anything the last birthday feast, 

even when he was like a big brother to him and everything! He felt quite humiliated because of Xiaobos 

coldness. 

After all, every other relative showered him with praise and respect- but who did Kang Xiaobo think he 

was? He was a Kang, yes, but a Kang from a different branch! He had nothing on him! 

 

And here he was, thinking he was hot stuff!  

Zhaoming assumed that Xiaobo had brought his friends along this time to show off how powerful the 

Kangs were, that his second grandpa was Miracle Doctor Kang! 

Yet Zhaoming had long since grown resentful of Xiaobo- there was no way hed give him what he want. 

Since the guy wanted to be in the spotlight so much Zhaoming decided that hed embarrass him by 

asking his dad to tell Xiaobos father that there werent any rooms left, that they should go find some 

cheap motel! 

 

Hed thought that Xiaobo would be so humiliated that he wouldnt try to show off like that again! 

Chapter 366 – Going Against Each Other 

Zhaoming turned to look at his father, only to find that he found it odd as well- hed informed his Xiaobos 

father already, did Xiaobo miss the news? 

Xiaobo, didnt your father tell you? The resorts packed, we didnt arrange a room for you and your 

friends! Zhaoming said innocently. How bout this, you and your friends can live in the motel over there. 

Its thirty, forty kuai a night, you guys handle it first and tell me how much it was tomorrow. 

Oh, no need to trouble you, Zhaoming, weve booked a room in here already. Xiaobo said faintly. We 

dont need your arrangements. 

Hm? What? Zhaoming froze. You booked a room here? Impossible! I booked all of the business rooms 

here already! Whatre you trying to pull?! 



Im not trying to pull anything. Xiaobo shrugged, delighted at Zhaoming going crazy. 

Xiaobo, I know how you dont wanna lose face in front of your friends, I really do understand! Zhaoming 

made it sound genuine, but also loud at the same time so Xiaobos friends in the van could hear. But you 

need to understand that the people attending my grandpas birthday feast are all people of very high 

positions, and even they dont get rooms! Theres no way we can arrange any for your friends! Also, 

youre not grandpas direct grandson, too- we really cant include you when managing those rooms! 

You dont have to worry. Xiaobo wasnt the slightest bit frustrated. The ones open for business may all be 

booked, but not the ones not open for business, right? Thats what we booked. 

With that, Xiaobo got the rail pulled up and got back in the car, not paying Zhaoming anymore attention. 

You Zhaoming was almost choking with rage- did Xiaobo know a worker in here? Did he get himself an 

employees room or something?! It was so frustrating just to let him trot in like this! 

 

Forget it, Zhaoming! Zhaomings father said with a wave of his hand. He looked down on his nephews 

family as well, but he was still an elder- he wouldnt want to go overboard. 

What the hell! Think youre some big shot! Zhaoming yelled out, unable to contain himself. You call that 

a car?! Arent you ashamed of yourself?! 

Alright, Zhaoming, your grandfather cares about his reputation- dont embarrass yourself in front of 

outsiders. Hes a long-distance relative anyway, just let him do what he wants if he wants to show off. It 

doesnt get him any substantial benefits or anything. Kang Cuipu shook his head before turning to an 

Audi with a smile. Mister Wang, you came 

Lin Yi contacted Uncle Tian after entering the resort- he had to persuade him into not coming down to 

greet him personally and send someone he trusted instead. 

Although, even the trusted person didnt know Lin Yis real identity. 

Lin Yi wanted to keep a low-profile, after all- if people knew about his connection with the boss itd 

attract the Kangs attention 

He was here with Xiaobo as a bystander and observer in the first place- the point was to show Fen 

exactly what kind of an ugly person Zhaoming was, thus removing him from her memory! 

 

If Lin Yi were to expose his connection with Uncle Tian, then Zhaoming might actually have a change of 

attitude and be all respectful towards him all of a sudden- Fen wouldnt be able to see his true face if 

that happened. 

Master Lin, nice to meet you! Mister Tian sent me. A thirty year old man walked over to Lin Yis car with 

quick steps, not a single trace of disdain in his eyes towards the run-down van Lin Yi was driving, clear of 

suspicion and full of respect. Im Li Yixun- you can call me Li, Master Lin. 

Uncle Tian mustve told him the licence plate number for him to be able to confirm Lin Yis identity so 

quickly. 



Ah, just take us to the villa please, Mister Li. Lin Yi said politely. 

Please come with me, Master Lin. Yixun nodded. Should I get in your car, or will you and your friends 

come in mine? 

Yixun pointed at an SUV not far away as he spoke. 

You get on, Mister Li- Ill drive. Lin Yi said. 

Yixun left it at that and got in Lin Yis van. He gave him directions and got them to a stand-alone villa by 

the sea- it should be the villa with the best view here. 

There was a sign on the villas door- Not for business. 

Master Lin, the preparations have been made- you can move in right away! Yixun said as he handed Lin 

Yi his name card. You can contact me if anything comes up, Master Lin! 

Alright, thanks. Lin Yi put the name card away. 

Yixun didnt have much to say- he nodded and left. There was demand for people like him, people who 

worked without asking or saying too much. 

Master Lin? Boss, youre not really one of those big young masters from a rich family, are you? Didnt you 

say you have a rich relative? Xiaobo was clearly excited from how Yixun had been addressing Lin Yi. Boss, 

tell me honestly! Are you a legendary young master?! 

Do I look like one? Lin Yi smiled bitterly. That brother of yours is what you call a young master, okay 

Heh Eh? Fen? Xiaobo was about to prod Lin Yi on when he saw Fens tear-streaked face- he jumped, 

completely startled. Fen, dont cry! Whats wrong? 

Lin Yi and Tang Yin heard the sobbing as well, turning around to see tear stains on Fens face 

But both Lin Yi and Tang Yin didnt know what to say- this was within expectations. 

Fen meeting Zhaoming again, after all, was enough to affect her fragile and broken heart, even if shed 

only seen him from a distance 

There was only Xiaobo who could be there for her right now- Lin Yi and Tang Yin didnt need to say 

anything at all. 

Xiaobo, you wanna help Fen inside and talk to her first? Lin Yi suggested. 

Okay Xiaobo nodded and quickly went in with Fen in his arms 

Lets wait outside a bit Lin Yi sighed and parked the van outside the villa, shutting the engine down. 

Fen sure has it rough Tang Yin sighed as well, shaking her head as she looked at Fen and Xiaobo walking 

away. Hope she gets over it after all this 

Chapter 367 – Would You Dare? 

I hope so Lin Yi nodded. Everyone has their own problems- Xiaobos family looks pretty complicated too. 

Their relationship with each other doesnt feel very genuine and nice. 



Yeah, big and rich families are like that Us poor people have it better. Tang Yin added. No inheritance to 

fight each other for, less troubles 

Ah, right- hows your cousin? Lin Yi asked. 

(I dont know why these people keep referring to their cousins using sibling terms, what the hell? Tell me 

if you want me to use the terms theyre using or if you want me to use cousins) 

I gave him the money- he shouldve paid it back already, but I didnt get any calls from them. Ive been 

helping my mom at the hospital with my dad and everything. Tang Yin said. But dont worry! Ill return 

that money to you for sure! 

Ah, I wasnt telling you to give it back or anything, you dont have to think too much about it. Dont 

pressure your cousin about that, either. Lin Yi said. 

Okay Tang Yin replied softly, raising her head. You really dont need me to pay it back? 

I dont. Lin Yi said. 

Why are you so nice to me? Tang Yins eyes were fixed on Lin Yi, unblinking as her emotions rose. 

Am I Im not that nice, right? Lin Yi scratched at his head- Tang Yins direct stare was a bit much for him. 

Pft- Tang Yin laughed- Lin Yi had made the tense situation all light-hearted all of a sudden. Would you 

dare being even nicer to me? 

Tang Yin wanted to ask if he was planning on spending the rest of his life with her, but decided not to 

since the mood was different now. Itd be embarrassing and make things awkward between them, too 

Who knew how things would turn out in the future? 

So Tang Yin decided to joke with Lin Yi a little. 

Yeah. Lin Yi nodded. 

Hahaha Tang Yin laughed, happy. Dont forget what you said 

How are we sleeping tonight? The thought crossed Lin Yis mind- Xiaobo should be with Fen, so should he 

be with Tang Yin..? Lin Yi couldnt help but get excited. Could he??? 

Ill be sleeping with Fen, obviously! Tang Yin, naturally, knew what Lin Yi was getting at. Hmph, dont be 

thinking about that kind of stuff! Its definitely impossible before marriage 

Ugh Lin Yi sweated- had Tang Yin seen through his intentions? 

Tang Yin thought about it, and felt like itd be a bit forceful to put that after marriage There were plenty 

of couples living together before marriage already. She added a different rule, worried that Lin Yi would 

get disappointed. At least, not until you bring me to your parents! 

Im actually an orphan. Lin YI sighed, a little self-deprecatingly. 

Ah? Tang Yin looked at Lin Yi with her eyes wide with disbelief. You Youre an orphan..? 

Yeah Lin Yi nodde. I still dont know who my real parents are. 



Im sorry Tang Yin never expected that Lin Yi would be an orphan- her words were inappropriate. I didnt 

know Pretend I didnt say anything 

Ah, its okay- Ive gotten used to it. Lin Yi shook his head. But I do have an old man nagging at me all the 

time back home, and a strict shifu, too. Theyre actually my elders, so Ill let you meet them sometime! 

Yeah Tang Yin sighed, relieved that Lin Yi wasnt feeling down or anything.  

She was also pretty happy to hear that Lin Yi wanted to bring her home to his old man and shifu 

She didnt know what kind of people they were, but they were definitely not ordinary people. Lin Yis 

willingness to bring her to them like that was also a testament to his acceptance of her 

Tang Yin had thought that Lin Yi was a young master- but it turned out that he didnt have parents! She 

felt like shed grown one step closer to knowing Lin Yi. 

She knew that he didnt have that young masters bratty aura around him, but assumed that it was just 

because he had good parenting Him being an orphan had taken her completely by surprise. 

Although, now that that had been cleared up, she wasnt afraid of not being good enough for his rich and 

powerful family anymore It was something shed been the most concerned over. 

She felt a lot less uncomfortable now that that thought was out of the way. 

Boss, you guys can come in now! Fens asleep! Tang Yin was busy thinking about Lin Yis background 

when Xiaobo called out to them. 

Tang Yin frowned a bit- she was bonding with Lin Yi so solidly and everything, too! Why did Xiaobo have 

to interrupt that? She got out of the car, flustered as she gave him a glare. Arent you scared of waking 

Fen up with that volume? 

Ah? I Xiaobo didnt dare make a retort- he tried to explain himself weakly. This villas very soundproof 

Hmph! With a hmph, Tang Yin went up to Xiaobo and stepped on his feet heavily before entering the 

villa. 

 Xiaobo had no idea what was going on- he turned to Lin Yi helplessly. Boss, whats up with sis-in-law? 

Whys she so angry? 

How am I supposed to know? Maybe she was gonna kiss me when you interrupted her. Lin Yi shrugged. 

Seriously? I destroyed that moment? Xiaobos face told Lin Yi that he felt like he deserved the foot-

stepping. No way, Im such a criminal! Sis-in-laws pissed at me now! 

Lin Yi didnt pay Xiaobo any attention- he locked the van and walked in with him. 

Tang Yin was on the living room sofa with Fen lying by her side, sleeping. 

What are we having for dinner? Lin Yi asked quietly. 

Anything. Maybe we can just have cup noodles. Should we wait for Fen to wake up first? Tang Yin 

looked at the time on her phone- it was dinner time, but Fen was asleep 



It wasnt until a while over eight when Fen woke up, feeling a little better and not as timid.  

She was moved when she heard how everyone had been waiting on her for dinner. Sorry, I made you 

guys worry 

Fen, we really came all the way here for your sake- dont mind us. Tang Yin waved her hand. Well be the 

happiest if you can get over your trauma. 

Yeah, Fen Are you hungry? Boss has been waiting for you Xiaobo said. 

I Ill be fine with anything. Fen shook her head. I guess well eat whats available? I think a lot of places are 

closed already this late at night 

Moon on the Seas resort restaurants should be currently packed with the guests of the Kang family- 

going there with Fen right now wouldnt be appropriate. 

Knowing Zhaoming, there was a chance that hed say insulting things to sadden Fen even more- Lin Yi 

preferred not to have dinner there. 

Chapter 368 – Here Comes The Troublemakers 

Tomorrow was the birthday feast, an important event- Zhaoming wouldnt go as far as to publicly laugh 

at Fen or anything, since both Xiaobo and him were still Kangs to everyone else, even if they had their 

differences. 

If Zhaoming really were that immature and attacked Xiaobo with mockery or anything of the sort, then 

itd him whod get laughed at by others. 

That was why tomorrow was the ideal day for Fen to come to a conclusion with Zhaoming- the four of 

them would then leave right after Xiaobo presented the gift. 

Theres instant noodles here- lets settle with this then. Lin Yi opened a glass cabinet and took out the 

instant foods like instant noodles, rice, and sausages. 

The people here werent picky in the first place- they were fine as long as they had something to eat. 

They all went to rest after the meal- Tang Yin helped Fen to a room upstairs without giving Lin Yi or 

Xiaobo any chance at all. 

Lin Yi didnt mind- his relationship with Tang Yin wasnt really an official couples relationship anyway. 

They hadnt said anything about it to each other either. 

Theyd just gotten closer, thats all- of course they couldnt sleep in the same room. 

Xiaobo, on the other hand, was slightly disappointed. Aw, I thought I could get closer with Fen and 

everything, too. 

Chances will come. Lin Yi patted Xiaobos shoulder. Fen isnt in a good mood today, so even if youre 

thinking about doing other stuff she wouldnt be very interested. Might as well wait until we settle this 

whole thing with Kang Zhaoming and liberate her, right? 

Right, boss! I guess I was rushing. Xiaobo said guiltily. Ill listen to you. 



Haha Lin Yi laughed. Lets go to bed. 

With that, Lin Yi headed to a room downstairs when Xiaobo started following him. Boss, wait for me 

…Why are you following me? Lin Yi turned around, weirded out. 

Heh heh I wanna sleep with you, boss Xiaobo said with a smile. 

What the fuck A chill went down Lin Yis spine. I thought you liked Fen..? 

Ugh Youre taking it the wrong way, boss I just wanted to chat, thats all! Xiaobo sweated, speechless. Im 

just worried what my parents would think about Fen after tomorrow 

Lin Yi blinked- so there wasnt anything wrong with the guys sexual orientation!  

Lets chat then. Its not a big deal. Lin Yi sighed. This just depends on what you think- Fens a good girl, but 

she got unlucky with a relationship I think your parents will understand if you just tell them honestly 

Yeah, Im think so too, but I feel like its a bit unfounded. Im thinking that if Fen and I become successful 

and everything and then tell them about the relationship I feel like theyll take to it better. But theres no 

time! Xiaobo sighed. My parents are gonna know about us tomorrow for sure, Im worried they wont like 

it 

Ah, success, huh? Dont worry, Ill be able to give you an opportunity sometime soon. Li Yi was thinking 

about having a representative, too- Xiaobo was a good candidate, especially with his status as Miracle 

Doctor Kangs relative.  

Miracle Doctor Guan would be able to cause a huge uproar in the market! 

 

Even if the patients doubted Miracle Doctor Guans medicine at first, theyd be sure to assume that 

Xiaobo had the recipe for Golden Creation as well if they found out about the relationship- Theyd think 

that hed split from his second grandpa 

Really? Xiaobos eyes lit up excitedly. Boss, youre really too nice to me! 

Ha Go get some rest. Youll need it to fight Zhaoming tomorrow. Lin Yi reminded. 

Right, Ill go right now Xiaobo nodded and left for a room of his own. 

Lin Yi, Xiaobo, Tang Yin, and Fen all left the villa at nine the second day after having instant noodles for 

breakfast. Li Yixun had wanted to prepare something for Lin Yi to eat, but the boss didnt task him with 

that, nor did Lin Yi call for the service- he decided not to disturb the hosts. 

Kang Zhaoming was still feeling humiliated from yesterday- he was a direct heir of Miracle Doctor Kangs 

bloodline, and he couldnt even handle a mere branch relative! It pissed him off. 

Hed gotten a hotel staff member he knew to scout out where Xiaobo was living, thinking of going there 

with some men to shame them, but nothing turned up. He had to leave them alone for the night. 

But theyd make an appearance today, without fail, since it was grandpas birthday feast today. Xiaobo 

would definitely attend with those friends of his, so Zhaoming was already waiting at the entrance with 



some of his followers, prepared to humiliate the group at any moment! 

 

You guys remember what Master Kang said? Zhu Xiaozhang said cockily as he handed out some cash to 

the security guards at the entrance- he was a follower of Zhaomings. 

Yes! Rest assured, Zhu Bro A security captain-looking guy said as he accepted the cash. 

Dont call me Zhu Bro! Xiaozhang glared- Zhu Bro was the exact sound of Pig Bro, it was quite irritating. 

Call me Xiaozhang Bro, got that? 

The sound Xiaozhang, on the other hand, sounded like cocky- hed much rather be Cocky Bro compared 

to Pig Bro. He was Zhaomings number one lackey, after all It was a fitting name for his confident 

demeanor. 

Yes, Xiaozhang Bro! The security captain said. 

Here they come Zhaomings other top lackey, Wang Shubin, had memorized the licence plate on Lin Yis 

van already- hed been looking all over for that run-down van last night to no avail. 

The security captain nodded to guard A and B, and the two of them started walking right at the van. 

Lin Yi had seen what Zhaoming and his lackeys were up to long ago, mumbling to the security guards 

and everything. He curled his lips at the incoming antics. Xiaobo, Kang Zhaomings right there at the 

door- hes here to cause trouble. Careful. 

Yeah, got it! Xiaobo held a fist as Fen started trembling from her nervousness and panic- it hurt Xiaobo 

to see that. He held her hand. Dont worry, Fen! Ill make that bastard apologize 

Chapter 369 – Why’s She Here? 

Yeah Fen when conscious had long since realized what Zhaoming thought of her- she was just an old 

plaything of his, there was no way hed come back to her! 

 

Zhaoming had moved from Songshan to Donghai, but the two cities werent far apart- the guy wouldve 

came back to visit her a long time ago if he actually had the heart to. 

Fen toughing it out and confronting Zhaoming one last time was for the sake of making her own 

subconscious understand as well- Zhaoming wasnt her lover, he was an asshole! 

 

Lin Yi parked the car and got out along with Xiaobo, Tang Yin, and Fen. 

You four, what are you here to do! Guard A pointed furiously. 

Were here to attend the birthday feast. Xiaobo suppressed his anger and looked at the three guards- Lin 

Yis reminder told him that these three had been sent by Zhaoming himself. 

Fen held Xiaobos hand tightly, her eyes looking away from Zhaomings direction 

Birthday feast? Wheres the invitation card, let me see it. Guard B said. 



Why would I have an invitation card for my second grandpas birthday feast?? Xiaobo frowned. 

Your second grandpa? Whos your second grandpa? Youre all conmen, arent you! The security captain 

said, full of confidence. 

My second grandpa is Miracle Doctor Kang! Xiaobo was getting impatient. You guys are just obstructing 

us on purpose! 

Obstructing you?! Whatre you talking about? Xiaobo hitting the mark angered the captain. Look at 

yourselves, wearing thirty kuai rags! Whod believe that Miracle Doctor Kangs your second grandpa? 

Youre probably all liars, arent you, here to get free food! 

Who are you calling a liar?! Xiaobo was getting worked up. 

Lin Yi tugged at Xiaobo to calm him down. He turned to the guard captain and spoke faintly. Whats your 

name? 

Why the fuck should I tell you my name? Listen here, you liars better leave fast or Ill call the cops! The 

captain smiled coldly, ignoring Lin Yis question. 

Looks like Ill have to give Li Yixun a call- whats wrong with his men, pushing guests out? Lin Yi shook his 

head and started looking for the name card. Hm Wheres that name card Oh, here it is. 

Lin Yi throwing Li Yixuns name and name card out froze the captain- of course he knew who Li Yixun 

was, that was the boss most trusted man! He was the one in charge whenever Mister Tian wasnt 

around, a direct representative! Even a big security manager was nothing in front of Yixun, let alone a 

small security captain like him! 

Hed helped Zhaoming cause some trouble for Lin Yi simply because of money, but it wasnt that simple 

with Lin Yi! 

 

Displeasing Zhaoming would result in no money, but pissing Lin Yi off would mean losing his job!! 

 

Bro Bro, dont I was ignorant, please dont make that phone call The captain wanted to cry- so the one 

driving this van was the real big shot! Even if his association with Yixun was but a normal friendship, 

Yixun wouldnt risk that with Lin Yi for the sake of some small security captain! 

 

To Yixun, he was an extra with no weight to his name- Yixun wouldnt have trouble finding a replacement 

for this position the next day! 

Zhaoming, on the other hand, wasnt paying attention to Lin Yis conversation with the captain- he was 

looking at the girl standing beside Zhaoming, Fen! 

Master Kang, that girl beside your idiot cousin- why does she look like that girl you threw away? 

Xiaozhang had a surprised look on his face as he pointed at Fen. 

Huh? Dude, I think it really is that bitch Lan Fen! Zhaomings eyes were full of disbelief as well. Didnt she 

get hit by a car? Whys she still alive? 



I dont know! I gave that driver five hundred thousand to make sure she died, how come shes still here! 

Xiaozhang was shocked. What a waste of money! 

Xiaozhang, dont bring that up! Zhaoming glared. How could the guy just talk about hiring someone to 

commit murder so casually? Fortunately for him all three of them had committed crimes before. 

And as for Fens incident, both Zhu Xiaozhang and Wang Shubin had been involved. 

Hehe, its just us three here Xiaozhang realized his mistake as well- this wasnt something to joke about, 

they could go to jail for it! 

 

But Fens family didnt have any power at all- they were poor as shit, and wouldnt be able to do anything 

about it even if they did hear about this anyway. 

Why did Fen come? Doesnt she know Im Kang Xiaobos cousin? Zhaoming was perplexed at Fens purpose 

to visit- she wouldnt be here to humiliate herself if shed known that! 

 

It never crossed his mind that Fen was here to cause trouble and get some compensation benefits- that 

was impossible. He would never give her anything, and she wasnt stupid enough to not know that- she 

wouldnt have come here just to embarrass herself. 

We were thinking of something to humiliate them with, right? Theres our ticket! Lets go! Xiaozhang 

suggested with a grin. 

Lets go see what this girl wants! Zhaoming was getting really curious as well. 

You guys get out of the way! Xiaozhang waved a hand at the security captain, dismissing them- they 

hadnt paid attention to what had happened between Lin Yi and the captain, and assumed that the group 

had received quite the humiliation already. 

Yes Yes The captain had been thinking of a way to get himself out of this mess- fortunately Xiaozhang 

had provided that opportunity at just the right time. 

He left with Guard A and B- familial warfare wasnt something outsiders could just butt in on. Kang 

Xiaobos side looked very weak, but they were associated with Li Yixun! Just that alone made the captain 

retreat.  

He shouldnt have involved himself for a couple hundred kuai at all. 

Fen, you bitch! You still remember Master Kang? Why are you here! Xiaozhang walked over cockily, a 

finger pointing at Fen. 

Chapter 370 – A Slap 

Be it Kang Zhaoming, Zhu Xiaozhang, or Wang Shubin- all of them thought that Fen had come here by 

some sort of mistake, that she didnt know Zhaoming would be here. 

The most surprising of all- Fen seemed to be Xiaobos girlfriend right now! 

 



Fens whole body trembled in anger- she held on to Xiaobos hand tightly, her eyes filled with hostility 

and spirit. 

Zhu Xiaozhang- Fen knew him, he was one of Zhaomings lackeys. Hed always be walking behind her 

when she was still with Zhaoming, calling her sis-in-law and talking sweetly to her Yet here he was, 

calling her a bitch! 

 

I dont know you- who are you? Fen understood Zhaomings intentions right away after what Xiaozhang 

said- she now had absolutely no feelings left for Zhaoming! 

 

Even if Zhaoming had just one slight shred of care for their relationship, he wouldnt have let Xiaozhang 

talk like that- his face as Xiaozhang spoke was concrete testament that Zhaoming never liked her in the 

first place- hed just been playing with her feelings!  

It hurt, but shed completely realized the situation- he was no lover of hers. He was a demon. 

She never believed those rumors about Zhaoming changing his girls like he changed his clothes, but that 

expression on his face didnt give her a choice anymore. 

Hoh? You trying to look high-class by denying everything that happened? Xiaozhang turned to Xiaobo. 

Kid, shes tricked you, hasnt she? Dont you know shes second-hand? Do you really want to take home 

something that our Master Kangs grown tired of playing with? 

Thats right, Xiaobo- this is a woman Ive finished with, why would you pick her up? Itd be really 

embarrassing if uncle finds out! Zhaoming put on a kind look as he walked over. Dont be fooled by that 

pure look on her face, dont get caught in her net! 

Kang Zhaoming, you shameless bastard!! Fen pointed a finger at Zhaoming, absolutely frustrated- she 

never expected for the guy to be this shameless! He was shaming her even after dumping her! 

 

Shameless? Me? I disagree. Zhaoming shrugged. Some sluts just like to throw themselves at someone to 

be played with, hows the blame on me? Im just reminding my brother to be careful of sluts like that. 

Enough! Xiaobo yelled- Fen was on the verge of tears already! Kang Zhaoming, youre the fucking worst! 

How could you talk about Fen like that, you were her first love! She gave you her love, everything, and 

look at what the hell youre talking about! Have some shame! 

Hoh? So youre not even calling me cousin or bro anymore? For that slut? Zhaoming smiled coldly. First 

love? So what, its her fault for jumping in herself like an idiot, of course Id dump her after getting bored. 

Should I have continued feeding her? My familys rich but if I keep every one of the hundred girls I dump 

to feed, Ill go bankrupt! 

Fen couldnt keep her tears back anymore- Zhaoming was too much, how could he say something like 

that?  

The last sliver of hope had been snuffed out. Even if hed told her that he didnt like her anymore, that 

they should break up, itd still be acceptable but 



He called her an idiot for doing everything she did for him! The sadness overwhelmed Fen that instant. 

Whats wrong with you, why would you talk like that? I knew you were a problem, I shouldve pulled you 

two apart from the start! Tang Yin was very angry herself. You have no morals! 

Hoh? Whos this, isnt this Tang Yin?! Its been a couple of years, youve gotten even prettier! Whats this, 

your boyfriend? Wow Zhaoming looked at Lin Yi, a hint of jealousy flashing past his eyes. Hed went after 

Fen as an alternative after failing to get Tang Yin- his failure was something hed always been salty about. 

Look at that car hes driving! You sure got downgraded, Tang Yin. I didnt expect you to have such bad 

taste. 

Thats right, why dont you come with Master Kang? Hell get you a two hundred thousand car tomorrow! 

Xiaozhang jumped out and started making promises. Theres no way youll have a future with that 

fuckface! 

Lin Yi didnt want to involve himself with Xiaobos family affairs- it was his business, after all, and letting 

him handle it himself was the best route of action. Lin Yi was but a bystander who made sure Fens 

sickness didnt act up. 

But that Zhu Xiaozhang was churning him into the problem and stepping onto his face! fuckface? Lin Yi 

wouldnt be Lin Yi anymore if he took shit like that to his face. 

A crisp slap went across Xiaozhangs cheek, flipping him to the ground the next instant. 

Xiaozhang cried out in a howl and tumbled on the ground after three spins before spitting two bloody 

teeth out, his cheek all swollen up like a dumpling. 

Security! Security! Take them! Xiaozhang called out after snapping back to his senses- Lin Yi actually hit 

him! 

The guard captain was currently far away, enjoying the drama between the two Kang parties when Lin Yi 

slapped Xiaozhang across the face! The problem here was Xiaozhangs cries for security 

The captain was in a difficult position as he regretted not moving farther away from the chaos. He was 

at an impasse- him butting in would piss Lin Yi off, and he still didnt know what kind of relationship he 

had with Li Yixun It wouldnt end well, that was for sure. 

Yet he couldnt just ignore Zhu Xiaozhang Hed just taken a couple of hundred kuai from him, so just 

breaking with them now wouldnt be right at all! 

Xiaozhang was looking right at them, too! They were the resorts security, there was no way they could 

just ignore this. 

Just when the captain was pondering his next action, another team of security came over- the leader 

was a fat captain. Xiaozhang Bro, whats wrong? 

The fat man was Zhong Dingwei, a security captain in charge of the lounge. Hed received a two thousand 

kuai red packet from the Kang family earlier, and served them the best he could. 



The first security guard breathed out in relief as Dingwei came into the scene- he was actually pretty 

pleased with how things were turning out! He was never on good terms with that Dingwei Itd be pretty 

entertaining to see how Dingweis asskissing would turn out. 

Chapter 371 – Another Slap 

That brat, he hit me! Take him to the security room and beat him up! Xiaozhang said incoherently as he 

held his cheek. Hes here to cause trouble! 

Zhu Xiaozhang was pissed- hed been Zhaomings lackey all these years, and so far no one dared to hit 

him! As the saying went, you needed to look at the dogs owner before beating the dog up! Of course 

people had to know it was Kang Zhaoming they were dealing with! 

 

He was no idiot, too- he only asked the security to take Lin Yi away, leaving Xiaobo out of it. 

At the end of the day, Kang Xiaobo was a Kang- he could humiliate him, but beating him up? Thatd be 

big news, and itd be difficult when Miracle Doctor Kang himself got involved. 

Everyone knew how Miracle Doctor Kang was about his reputation and everything- it didnt matter what 

he thought of Xiaobos family branch, the important thing was that it looked nice and healthy on the 

surface. He wouldnt be inviting all of Xiaobos family over for his birthday if it werent for that. 

The captain Zhong Dingwei took a look at Lin Yi to size him up- the guys clothes were low-class, and he 

didnt look like he had any connections or background. He didnt need to tread lightly with this one. 

Causing trouble at Moon on the Sea, kid? Youve got guts. Come take a walk with us, why dont you! 

Lin Yi Tang Yin was getting nervous- she held on to Lin Yis elbow, hoping he wouldnt have to go. Hed 

beaten all of the Big Four up at school, but that was school and this was real society! These guards were 

clearly a hostile party Would Lin Yi be able to return if he left with them? 

Lin Yi squeezed Tang Yins hand softly and whispered in her ear. Its alright- dont forget that I know their 

boss. 

Tang Yins soft whisper weakened Tang Yins ear- her face reddened as she looked at him accusingly. He 

was still doing stuff like that to her in a time like this! 

She was worried, but Lin Yi was right- he knew the owner here. There was nothing to be afraid of at all. 

Dingwei wasnt very pleased- his face darkened as he whispered into the girls ear, ignoring him. This was 

a provocation! He was provoking him! 

Youre a big shot, arent you? Cant you hear me talking to you?! Dingwen went up to pull at Lin Yis 

clothes, but it was just swung aside. 

What in the world are you barking about?! Are you retarded? Did you see me hitting him? He hit 

himself, Im telling you! Lin Yi smiled coldly, his eyes slowly moving to the first captains hiding spot. 

Right? 

The captain wanted to see Dingwei embarrass himself, but he didnt expect Lin Yi to pull him in for 

testament! He started sweating- he didnt want to piss Lin Yi off, but he did take Xiaozhangs money 



Yet continuing in silence would piss both sides off without pleasing anyone! 

 

The captain made a decision- he had beef with this Zhong Dingwei in the first place, what was the harm 

in helping Lin Yi out? He stood up and pointed at Xiaozhang. I saw everything, he hit himself! Zhong 

Dingwei, youre the ballrooms security so whyre you here messing with my job on the outside? 

Ah?! Dingwei paused- Xiaozhang hit himself? Seriously?  

He looked at Xiaozhangs poisonous eyes and understood immediately. Of course he didnt hit himself, 

whod do that for no reason? 

Old Sui, this doesnt concern you, so do you wanna be witness? You know who Mister Zhu Xiaozhang is? 

Hes Master Kangs Dongwei hadnt finished when Lin Yi interrupted him. 

Dog, right? Lin Yi curled his lips. 

Hahahahaha Xiaobo started laughing- it felt really nice! Lin Yi was still joking around in a situation like 

this, it felt so good! Zhaoming had always been stepping on him, bullying him, but the tables have 

turned with Lin Yis presence! The most miraculous part was that witness over there! 

Xiaozhangs face turned red like beef, and Zhaoming wasnt looking too good either. He didnt know who 

this Lin Yi person was- how did he get that security captain to his side? Hed taken their red packet 

money! 

 

Who do you think you are!!! Im not letting you get out of Moon on the Sea, youre not getting away! 

Xiaozhang was going into a craze- when had he ever suffered humiliation like this?? 

He was here to humiliate Kang Xiaobo and Lan Fen, not get humiliated himself! How was he supposed to 

walk with his head raised in Moon on the Seas upper society if he didnt do anything about this? 

Another crisp slap sounded, but no one saw Lin Yi make the move this time around- it was Xiaozhangs 

right cheek that was swollen now, and the palm mark showed that itd been a left hand! 

Lin Yis left hand, however, was holding Tang Yins hand. 

You You dare hit me again?! Captain Zhong, you saw that, right?! He hit me! Take him back, theres 

witnesses, hes not getting away with this! Xiaozhang danced around angrily. You guys make sure not to 

let him get away, Ill teach him a lesson after the party! 

Yet neither Zhaoming or Shubin said anything this time around Dingwei, on the other hand, was quite 

stunned and at a loss as well- the first slap was from Lin Yi, but where did this second one come from? 

Lin Yis left hand was clearly holding Tang Yins hand, everyone saw that! No one saw him make the slap! 

Whats with you guys? Xiaozhang felt that something was off- Dingwei wasnt doing anything, and both 

Zhaoming and Shubin werent saying anything, either! 

You really are a dog after all- you have a dogs IQ. Lin Yi looked at Xiaozhang with pity. Youre having 

delusions already- no one here saw me hit you, youre the only one who believes that. I dont think theres 



hope for you anymore. I suggest you buy some retard pills- going retarded might actually increase your 

IQ. 

HAHAHAHAHA!! Xiaobo started laughing out loud- hed never felt so good before! That look on 

Xiaozhangs face and the reactions of everyone else was an absolute relief for him! Even Fen started 

smiling as she wiped the tear stains off! 

Only Tang Yins eyes had a stunned shock in them- she didnt catch Lin Yi doing anything with her eyes, 

but she was sure she felt Lin Yis hand loosen for an instant… 

Chapter 372 – Nothing To Be Done 

Tang Yin thought shed imagined it, but as things stood that was clearly not the case. Lin Yi was the one 

whod hit him, but his hand was simply too fast and deft- no one saw him move. 

Tang Yin was both shocked and delighted- Lin Yi was so evil! There was nothing Xiaozhang could do 

about the slap! 

 

Its you, youre behind this! Xiaozhang was convinced that Lin Yi had hit him- his two swollen cheeks were 

proof of that! Captain Zhong! The tapes, check the tapes and see if its him! 

Xiaozhang wasnt too dumb- as angry as he was, he still managed to remember the cameras. 

Im sorry, but Im in charge of the gate security- I must reject your request! Old Sui had already decided to 

stick with Lin Yis side- he had to commit to that decision. Everyone here was watching, no one saw this 

mister hit you! Your request is very unreasonable. Are you saying that all of us are blind?! 

I Xiaozhang wasnt saying that- he wouldnt say that aloud even if he did think that. He suspected that Lin 

Yi had used some method to catch their attention so as to cover his slap 

Old Sui so youre gonna help these people cause trouble? Dingwei didnt have evidence, but he couldnt 

just let be what was happening here. He needed a different approach. 

Im just telling the facts. I didnt see anything- neither did you, right? Old Sui said faintly. 

Alright, Old Sui- did you know that Mister Zhu and Master Kang are both VIPs of our resort? Li Bro 

himself told us to keep them safe! Something happened to Xiaozhang Bro on your territory, so lets see 

what Li Bro has to say! Dingwei pulled out a walkie talkie and dialed in some numbers. 

He was the same rank as Old Sui- both security captains. Dingwei had to get someone from the upper 

ranks to pressure Old Sui at this point. 

Do what you want. Old Sui was nothing but overjoyed- this was the best possible scenario! Itd be a lot 

easier if Li Yixun came over. 

Dingwei assumed that Old Sui was trying to act tough- he smiled coldly as he spoke into the walkie 

talkie. Li Bro, we have a problem at the ballroom entrance- someones attacked our VIP guest, and 

Captain Sui is defending the offender Alright, Ill wait for you! 

Dingwei looked at Old Sui gleefully, thinking he was fucked. 



Yixun got on a scooter and started heading to the location immediately- a beating was something 

serious, after all. 

But he spotted Lin Yi on the way- after some hesitation he decided to give Lin Yi a greeting first. 

This was a man Mister Tian solemnly reminded him to take care of multiple times- that could only mean 

two things: he was either a really important person, or someone extremely close to Mister Tian. 

Mister Lin, what a coincidence! Yixun walked over with quick steps, his tone polite as he held out a 

hand. 

Lin Yi accepted the handshake casually. Im attending my bros second grandpas birthday feast with him. 

Yixun nodded, his tone still polite as he spoke. Alright then, Mister Lin- do just give me a call if you have 

any instructions! 

Yixun assumed that Lin Yi was just passing by and headed for the ballroom- he didnt think much of it, 

but everyone present only stared blankly, Captain Zhong Dingwei included. 

He now understood why Old Sui was blindly and blatantly on Lin Yis side- hed known all along that Lin Yi 

was the real VIP of Yixun! 

 

It was clear as day what the situation was from the tone Yixun was using with Lin Yi- Dingwen looked at 

that wide smile at Old Suis face, very pissed off. Hed been set up! 

Hed pleased Zhu Xiaozhang, but pissed Li Yixun off! Not a good trade in the slightest! 

 

Whats the matter, Lil Zhong? Whos the attacker? Yixun turned to Dingwei after greeting Lin Yi. 

Ah, Li Bro, so this what happened- this Zhu Xiaozhang guy or whatever said that I hit him, but I didnt, 

everyone here is a witness. But that Captain Zhongs saying that I did hit Zhu Xiaozhang. Lin Yi said 

faintly. 

Oh? Yixun paused- he didnt expect for Lin Yi to be involved. 

I can testify for Mister Lins words- everyone here was present. Li Bro, you can ask them yourself! Old Sui 

said confidently. 

Lin Yi did slap him the first time around, but there werent a lot of people at the ballroom entrance, and 

Dingwei hadnt been there yet. No one would or could say anything as long as Lin Yi himself denied it! 

 

But this second slap was different- there were other people spectating when everything went down, 

including Dingwei. Everyone could testify for Lin Yi- he never hit Zhu Xiaozhang! 

 

Zhong, whats the meaning of this? Li Bros face darkened- something felt off, but Old Suis words were 

very believable. Nobody from the crowd was saying anything, as well- it seemed like Dingwei was lying. 



I I Maybe I saw it wrongly There was no way Dingwei would still help Xiaozhang in a situation like this- 

itd be crossing Yixun! 

Zhong Dingwei, I fucking gave you two thousand kuai! Saw it wrongly my ass! Xiaozhang exploded- his 

cheeks were fucking dumplings and still nobody believed him! Was there anything more painful than 

this? Was there??? Was there?!! 

Ooh Laughter could be heard coming from the crowd- things wouldve been a lot better off if Xiaozhang 

hadnt blurted that out, since his face did look very swollen even if no one saw Lin Yi hit him. 

Some were still suspicious of Lin Yi, but all that was gone the moment Xiaozhang revealed the bribe- it 

was now a fact that hed bought Dingwei with money before slapping himself, so as to frame Lin Yi 

together! 

 

Yixuns eyes were frozen on Dingweis face. Go back to the security room and write down what you did 

wrong. Get out of my sight! 

Dingwei ran off with his tail between his legs, leaving a furious Zhu Xiaozhang alone. 

Zhaoming wasnt expecting Lin Yi to have a background like this- him knowing Li Yixun was completely 

out of his expectations! Everyone in Donghais upper society knew who Li Yixun was- he may just be Boss 

Tians representative, but there was weight to his words. 

Chapter 373 – First Round- Victory 

Zhaoming knew that continuing this battle would only result in their humiliation- there were a lot of 

people watching now, too, people who could testify for Lin Yi. There really was no telling who actually 

hit Xiaozhangs face! 

Xhaoming suspected Lin Yi for doing something, but there was no evidence for him to manoeuvre! 

Itd be different if Lin Yi didnt know Li Yixun- he couldve used an excuse and have him pulled away by the 

security! 

Not only was Lin Yi associated with Yixun, it seemed like they had a really close relationship with each 

other, too! 

Lin Yi, was it? Ill remember you. Zhaoming looked at Lin Yi fiercely before eyeing Xiaobo and Fen. Youre 

here to stand up for them, right? Dont regret it. 

Ah I wonder whos regretting right now. Lin Yi smiled, not minding Zhaomings threat. 

Were leaving! Zhaoming waved his hand and headed to the ballroom with Xiaozhang and Shubin 

unwillingly. 

Xiaobo wanted to do a victory dance so badly!  

Hed assumed that itd be a day of humiliation and struggle, confronting Kang Zhaoming Hed made all the 

mental preparations for Zhaomings shaming and dissing, since they were in his territory- they wouldnt 

be able to stand up to him at all! It wasnt a hard concept to grasp. 



He never expected to have the upper hand right from the first round! Zhaoming even had to retreat 

after the humiliation! 

See, Fen? With boss here well be completely fine! Xiaobo said firmly as he grabbed Fens hand. 

Yeah Fen had lost all hope for Zhaoming after that ugly display- she felt liberated all of a sudden, finding 

her years of melancholy and love-sickness absurd and her suicide laughable! 

How did she even fall in love with a dog like that in the first place?!  

Fen had, at that moment, left her trauma behind- she could start life anew bravely and freshly now. 

Zhaoming wasnt worth her doing anything at all Shed been blinded the whole time. 

Xiaobo sighed in relief at that smile on Fens face. Tang Yin was happy for her as well. Fen, youve thought 

it through? 

Yep! I did! I was so dumb Fen shook her head self-mockingly. How did I ever fall in love with someone 

like that in the first place I should cherish what I have now 

With that, Fen held onto Xiaobos hand even tighter. 

Xiaobo was moved- he was excited. There was always that something between Fen and him, and the 

two had acknowledged their relationship, but Xiaobo knew that it wouldnt be the same with that 

trauma in Fens heart.  

With Zhaoming in there, hed always remain a replacement! The unsettling discomfort was what drove 

him to bring Fen to Zhaoming in the first place. 

And here was Fen, confessing her feelings to him- of course itd move Xiaobo. 

Master Lin, Ill take my leave then, if theres nothing else. Call me if you need anything. Yixun nodded to 

Lin Yi politely after things settled down. 

Lin Yi nodded back. Thanks for the trouble, Li Bro. 

Yixun did a dont mention it gesture before leaving on his scooter. 

Lin Yi, Tang Yin, Kang Xiaobo, and Fen all walked in the ballroom along with the earlier bystanders. 

Some of those in the crowd knew that Zhaoming and Xiaobo were cousins- they only looked at the 

younger generations Kang conflict with amusement. 

Miracle Doctor Kangs birthday feast was a buffet-styled party, and Xiaobo brought Lin Yi and everyone 

else to a table in a corner. Their purpose of getting Fen to get over Zhaoming had been accomplished 

already. 

Fen was a bit down-spirited- shed gotten over Zhaoming, but no one would enjoy experiencing 

something like this. 

Especially when shed been so stubborn all those years- all for nothing. Tang Yin kept Fen company and 

talked to her, but that wasnt too necessary- a few days later and Fen would be able to leave all this 

behind. 



Boss, since were here already we cant just leave, but lets go after the younger generation gifts get 

presented. Id really rather not stay here one minute more than necessary. Xiaobo was absolutely 

disgusted by Zhaomings attitude. 

Isnt that person your father? Something else had caught Lin Yis attention- Kang Zhaoming was saying 

something to a middle-aged man, gesturing as he did. 

Thats my dad, but whats Kang Zhaoming doing there? Xiaobo paused, not understanding what 

Zhaoming was doing. He wasnt that weak, was he? Telling on him?? 

It might be about Fen! Lin Yi frowned. Didnt think hed be that big of an asshole- hes talking smack about 

Fen to your dad. 

Damn his fucking ancestors!! Xiaobo raged- what the hell was this Zhaomings problem? 

Ah Arent his ancestors your ancestors Lin Yi said grinned. Its alright, actually, think about it- youll have 

to tell your parents eventually. You can just explain what happened to Fen truthfully to them 

afterwards, Im sure theyre reasonable people. 

Lin Yi thought of Xiaobos father as a good man- he had that kind old mans face on him. He seemed to be 

the kind of guy who cared about his reputation, but he wasnt a bad person. 

As long as he was being logical and reasonable about it, accepting Fen shouldnt be a problem. 

Really? Xiaobo was delighted by the news. Boss, youre not lying to me, are you? 

Why would I lie? Lin Yi shook his head. If it doesnt work Ill help talk to him for you. 

Lin Yi was quite confident in his ability to capture the human heart- helping Xiaobo out wasnt a big deal. 

Lin Yi had been right- Zhaoming was talking about Fen, but he wasnt talking about how hed gotten tired 

and threw her away He was describing her as a shameless slut who was now seducing Xiaobo after shed 

seduced him… 

Chapter 374 – It Is, Unfortunately, Fake 

As expected, Xiaobos dad turned to look in Xiaobos direction, frowning at the two couples. 

He hadnt thought much about his son bringing some friends along- it was a very normal thing, but two 

boys and two girls? That seemed a bit obvious. 

Zhaomings words were making Mr. Kang suspect that the four were two pairs of couples- had his son 

gotten bad? 

Yet Mr. Kang wouldnt go ask Xiaobo about stuff like that in a public setting- he also acknowledged that 

this nephew of his might be up to no good. Hes tried so hard to stop Xiaobo and his friends from getting 

a room at the resort, after all. There might be some beef between the two. 

As far as he could see, the source of that beef came from the girl- He took Zhaomings claim about her 

being a slut and whatnot with a grain of salt. 

The birthday feast begun at ten in the morning- Lin Yi found himself recognizing some of the guests. 



There was Liu Tianyi and Guan Xuemin, chatting at a table. Miracle Doctor Kangs eldest son, the heir of 

Miracle Doctor Kang Co. was at the same table as well. 

Lin Yi didnt go greet them, but just hid in a corner instead. Hed leave right after Xiaobo presented the 

gift. 

It seemed that becoming rivals with Miracle Doctor Kang after establishing the Miracle Doctor Guan 

brand was inevitable- he shouldnt be restricting himself to avoid that. From what hed seen, Xiaobo and 

Zhaomings families werent getting back together anymore. 

At least not when Fen was there! 

The host of the ceremony gave an impassioned speech- following that was Miracle Doctor Kang. He was 

a solemn looking old man, his clothes red and giving off the aura of a traditional Eastern doctor. 

Hed only used one miracle medicine to gain all that fame and push his business into a leading 

corporation- it made people speechless, but none would deny the effectiveness of his Golden Creation 

medicine. 

Although, many of the elders in the medical world didnt really think much of Miracle Doctor Kang- as far 

as they could see, the guy was no miracle doctor! Hed relied on that one recipe hed somehow acquired, 

and that was it. 

All the other products of his company were common coughing medicine and other household ones, 

those with public recipes. There was nothing special there at all. 

Those household medicines would most likely have trouble selling if it werent for that Golden Creation 

medicine- the guy had gotten lucky. With something like that as their flagship, even the most common 

of medicine products sold high numbers for the company. 

In just a short period of time, Miracle Doctor Kang Co. grew into a titanous company- yet everyone was 

aware that the miracle doctor wasnt actually that skilled. 

Thank you all for attending Miracle Doctor Kangs sixty second birthday feast! Lets start with the wishes 

of Miracle Doctor Kangs sons and grandsons! The host started getting into the first stage of the 

celebration. The sons and grandsons would come up with their gifts, followed by the people with higher 

standing in society along with Miracle Doctor Kangs close friends. The others would have to just place 

their gifts at the entrance. 

Kang Guifeng, the eldest son, stepped up- his chest was puffed up as he walked, an exquisite red wool 

box in his hand. 

Father, my gift to you is a century snow lotus! Kang Guifeng presented the wool box respectfully. I wish 

you live a long, healthy life, father! 

Excellent, excellent! Bring it over! Miracle Doctor Kang instructed the host. 

The host quickly took the box and gave it to the doctor- it was a beautiful snow lotus, seventy or eighty 

years old, if not a hundred! 

 



The audience gasped in excitement- The miracle doctors heirs must all have rare treasures prepared. 

Guifeng stepped down and the younger son Kang Cuipu came up, a similarly exquisite box in his hand. 

Dad, Ive prepared for you a thousand year ginseng! Ive sent men searching for three years and three 

months in the wild for this humanoid ginseng! Cuipu presented respectfully. I hope you live as strong as 

the a mountain! 

Good, good, good!! Miracle Doctor Kang said. Bring it up! Let me see what this thousand year ginseng 

looks like! 

It was only natural for the doctor to be excited- Guifeng had presented him a hundred year rarity, and 

here was Cuipu with a thousand year ginseng! 

 

The host hastily brought it up to the doctor, who opened it up to find a gigantic ginseng! He didnt know 

if it really was a thousand year ginseng, but it had the form of a human, an extreme rarity! 

The crowd responded in surprise and envy at the huge ginseng in the doctors hands- congratulations 

were in the air. 

That uncle of yours talks sweetly, but hat ginseng is fake. Hes just like Kang Zhaoming, a liar and 

conman. Lin Yis voice wasnt loud- he only intended to let Xiaobi, Tang Yin, and Fen hear him, but some 

of the neighboring tables caught what he said. 

Really? Its fake? Some of the guests started causing a commotion, turning to Lin Yi. 

Itd have passed in an instant if it werent for these people causing a commotion- theyd attracted Cuipus 

attention. He looked in Lin Yis direction with very hostile eyes. 

But he didnt say anything, eyeing his son instead. With that, Kang Zhaoming jumped out and pointed at 

Lin Yi. Whos causing trouble over there! Fake? Hows this ginseng fake?! 

Lin Yi smiled faintly at the frantic Zhaoming. An artificially bred ginseng would of course be fake. A 

thousand years? That thing isnt even ten years old. 

Lin Yi didnt want to butt into Xiaobos family affairs, but that Zhaoming was really irritating. He didnt 

mocking him a little to embarrass him and his father. 

Security! Take him away! How dare he cause trouble at my grandpas birthday feast! Zhaoming 

exploded. 

The security guards in the ballroom, however, all knew about Lin Yis relationship with Li Yixun- none of 

them would dare follow Zhaomings order. 

Zhaoming, calm down! Miracle Doctor Kang was furious at the troublemaker as well, but wasnt one to 

immediately throw the guards on Lin Yi the way Zhaoming did. 

Chapter 375 – Disgrace 

He didnt know about ginsengs, but he did know what kind of character this younger son of his had- he 

didnt trust him too much. Hed always skip work at the company and use his shares for food and women- 



his grandson was the same as well. How was a man like him supposed to dig out some thousand year 

ginseng? Miracle Doctor Kang didnt really believe it at all. 

But regardless of its authenticity, this was his sons gift- even if it were fake, this wasnt something that 

should be discussed in front of outsiders. 

Miracle Doctor Kang felt very humiliated from Lin Yis comment. 

Kid, why do you say the ginsengs fake? Miracle Doctor Kangs voice was heated, but he kept his calm and 

composure the way an elder would. If you werent serious about it and just saying it for the fun of it, 

then an apology would suffice and Id pretend I didnt hear anything! If not, then Ill have to ask you to 

leave! 

Miracle Doctor Kangs words sounded very convincing and reasonable to everyone present- they even 

thought he had a big heart, letting Lin Yi get away with disgracing them with just an apology! 

Lin Yi wasnt expecting this big a reaction- even that old man Miracle Doctor Kang jumped out at him!  

But if he didnt say anything about this now, it was sure to affect Xiaobo. 

He only stood up helplessly and provided an explanation. A wild ginseng would have a long reed head 

and a tight girth- its body should be the same length as its roots. A ginseng with a human form, on the 

other hand, would have a more horizontal body and shorter length. The main root would have 

prominent horizontal wrinkles with a deeper color- itd have a thinner skin and many clear, pearly bumps 

on the surface. 

An artificially bred ginseng, however, has a short reed head, and less girth. The main body would have a 

cylindrical shape, splitting off like the Chinese character eight. Its longer, and the wrinkles on the roots 

would be much less dense. It wouldnt be continuous, its skin would be crispy and thick, and the pearly 

bumps would be much less prominent. 

As for the authenticity of this ginseng, Im sure there are ginseng experts present who could look into 

that. You may not know about ginseng, Miracle Doctor Kang, but Im sure there are other people that do. 

Miracle Doctors expression changed all of a sudden- he wasnt expecting Lin Yi to sound that 

knowledgeable! Hed assumed that he was bullshitting! 

Hed wanted to come out and give Lin Yi a way to back out of the spotlight and leave this whole thing 

behind, but now found himself at an impasse. 

Youre bullshitting! Zhaoming jumped out once more. Grandpa, dont listen to him! Hes the bastard Kang 

Xiaobo brought, hes here to cause trouble! Lets just put the ginseng away first and stop paying him 

attention! 

Zhaomings words sounded nothing less than guilty- why would he be rushing the ginseng away if it were 

real? Hed have displayed it for the experts and proved himself. 

Zhaoming, naturally, knew that the ginseng was fake- hed bought it with his father from an artificial 

breeding ground! Theyd only spent a couple thousand on it, of course it wasnt a thousand-year ginseng! 



Both Cuipu and Zhaoming understood that Miracle Doctor Kang wouldnt know whether it was real or 

not, and the same applied to Guifeng as well. Even if Guifeng could tell that it was fake, he still wouldnt 

humiliate his own family in front of the guests! 

 

Cuipu never fought for power or anything at the company, either, only taking the bonuses for his own 

fun- that resulted in a good relationship between the two brothers, and no hate. Guifeng even cleaned 

up after Cuipus misdeeds often. 

And out of nowhere came this Lin Yi!!! 

Forget it- put it away. Fake or not, its still a gift from Cuipu! Miracle Doctor Kang was no idiot- Lin Yi was 

clearly confident. Taking it out to have its authenticity assessed? Itd make them a laughing stock.  

Might as well admit it cleanly- everyone knew that his younger son wasnt much of a man in the first 

place. His reputation was bad enough that it wouldnt be affected much by something like this. 

Miracle Doctor Kangs straightforward and clean admittance calmed the audience down- there was no 

point in thinking whether it was fake anymore after what hed said. 

Next was Xiaobos father- his gift was rather normal, just a simple lingzhi mushroom a couple of years 

old. Cuipu and Zhaoming had wanted to pick at its flaws due to their frustration, but the guy had made it 

clear that it was a simple lingzhi mushroom! 

It wasnt a rarity or anything in the first place- itd only attract the disdain of everyone else if they went 

and attacked it. 

Theyd have to wait for Xiaobos turn and dump their frustrations on him. 

The sons have presented their gifts, and next was the younger generation. Miracle Doctor Kang was a 

traditional man who prioritized males- only sons and grandsons could come up and present their gifts. 

The first was Kang Zhaolong, Guifengs son. 

He looked older- around twenty. He had spectacles on and seemed very scholarly as he walked up with 

a certificate in his hand. 

Grandpa, this is my medicine research for my PHD studies- Ive recently gotten a patent for it, and this is 

the universitys certificate of merit for me! Zhaolong said respectfully as he extended the piece of paper. 

The host was about to move forward when Miracle Doctor Kang waved him back. He walked up 

personally, his face red and shiny, the unpleasantries of earlier completely wiped off. Good, Zhaolong- 

good job! Grandpas very proud of you! 

With that, Miracle Doctor Kang received the certificate- he looked at it with a wide smile on his face 

before patting Zhaolong on the shoulder. Keep it up! Youre the next Miracle Doctor Kang!! 

An applause sounded from the audience- everyone acknowledged him as the heir. 

That cousin of yours studies medicine? Lin Yi was quite surprised- there really was a medical student in 

Miracle Doctor Kangs family. 



Yeah, my eldest cousin graduated from a proper medical university. Hes now pursuing a PHD in Eastern 

medicine Xiaobo introduced. Hes actually the only one who knows medicine! 

It sounded a bit mocking and laughable, but it was a fact. Lin Yi didnt know what to say- it seemed like 

that kid was the only properly educated person in the family. 

Next was Kang Zhaoming, with a gift even more mysterious- it was some ancient recipe. 

The guests werent very curious about that after Cuipus example- of course it was fake. How would he 

have come across an ancient recipe that easily in the first place? 

Zhaoming dodged a bullet because of that- if hed actually displayed the recipe for everyone to see then 

Lin Yi would be able to tell right away that it was a simple recipe for a coughing medicine, found in many 

medical books. 

Chapter 376 – Stomping 

Miracle Doctor Kang didnt know medicine, but hed read up on quite a bit of medical books so that 

people wouldnt be laughing at him- was his grandson seriously calling this cough medicine recipe an 

ancient recipe??? 

A spoiled child- an absolute spoiled child!!!  

Fortunately for him, there were still his eldest son Guifeng and his eldest grandson Zhaolong- there were 

still heirs for the Kang familys legacy. The house wouldnt crumble and fall after his death because of 

them. 

Miracle Doctor Kang knew that, at least for the next two generations, there wasnt anything to worry 

about. The quality of his grandsons descendants, however, would no longer be of his concern after his 

passing. 

He put Zhaomings recipe under Zhaolongs certificate and nodded as if everything was fine. Good! 

Regardless of the recipes effectiveness, this is a gift Zhaoming prepared for me! 

It was Xiaobos turn after Zhaoming- he started getting a little panicked as the host announced his name. 

Is this gonna work, boss? 

Yes, its gonna work! Just go! Lin Yi patted Xiaobos shoulder encouragingly. 

Xiaobo nodded and walked up with Lin Yis ancient looking box. 

Second grandpa, in my hand is a rare medicine pellet, the Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing. 

Using it would cleanse your body of a large amount of toxins, so as to achieve a bone washing effect- itd 

recover your functions to its peak state, giving you up to five or ten years of life! Xiaobo said as he 

extended the gift. I wish you a happy birthday, second grandpa! 

Oh? Miracle Doctor Kang frowned, a little displeased. He was Miracle Doctor Kang, apex of the medical 

world, and yet he never heard about anything like this Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing! Would 

this really achieve the bone washing effect? Was that possible? 



Miracle Doctor Kang felt that hed lose face if he just accepted a gift as unreliable as this- it sounded too 

very mythical. 

Yet Zhaoming bounced out all of a sudden before Miracle Doctor Kang could say anything- he snatched 

the box away from Xiaobos hand, overjoyed that Xiaobo was giving him an excuse to attack him! 

Kang Xiaobo, whatre you trying to pull? Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing? What? You think 

youre a pill vendor from a Xianxia novel? Zhaoming said with a glare. Who do you think my grandpa is? 

Miracle Doctor Kang! We have every medicine, and weve never heard about anything like this! 

Theres plenty of stuff youve never heard about. Xiaobo said coldly. 

Hmph, what a joke. Ill open it for everyone to see, then! Zhaoming raged- this Xiaobo had the nerve to 

make retorts! You really dont know when to quit! 

With that, he opened up the box and took out a black pellet- he started laughing. This is your Pill of Life 

Extension and Toxin Cleansing?? Bone washing?? Youve read too many Wuxia novels, its time to stop! 

Second grandpa- Ive presented my gift and wishes. If my cousin doesnt believe what I say then theres 

nothing I can do about it. Xiaobo said as he held down his urge to break with Zhaoming right there and 

then. 

Whats wrong? Scared? Zhaoming assumed. Kang Xiaobo, you think I dont know what you came here 

for? Just to stand up for that slut, right? A girl I finished with, and youre over here treating her like 

treasure! Throwing this unknown pill to my grandpa as a gift? You just want us to embarrass ourselves! 

You want everyone else to think that we dont even know about a pill like this despite who we are! Thats 

your plan, right? Unfortunately for you youve miscalculated! My grandpa doesnt want your trash at all! 

With that, Zhaoming threw the pill on the floor and stomped on it. Unsatisfied, he kept squishing it 

about with his foot until it was reduced to a pile of crumbs. Alright, youve presented your gift. You can 

leave now! 

Miracle Doctor Kang didnt say a single word throughout the whole process- he stood there with his face 

darkened the whole time. 

He had his suspicions- he didnt believe his own son would be able to get his hands on a pill ike that, let 

alone Xiaobo. It had to be fake, that much was obvious. 

He could tolerate Zhaoming because he was his direct grandson- Xiaobo was a different matter. 

He thought that Xiaobo was here to cause trouble, and it seemed especially so after hearing what 

Zhaoming had said! Xiaobo was here for something as absurd as avenging his woman! 

Ridiculous! Miracle Doctor Kang hmphed before looking at Xiaobos father. What a son youve raised! 

What are you still leaving him up here for, to embarrass himself more? 

Yet nothing was said about Zhaomings actions- nothing at all. Miracle Doctor Kang was clearly playing 

favourites here. 

Xiaobos father was enraged- Xiaobos pill gift was a little ridiculous, but it had always been Zhaoming 

causing trouble! Why was his son the embarrassment here? 



Xiaobo, were you tricked by someone? Who gave you that pill? Hurry and apologize to your second 

grandpa! Mr. Kang gave a soft scolding to get Xiaobo out of his situation, pushing the blame for the pill 

on someone else, stating that the pill had nothing to do with Xiaobo. 

Impossible! Theres no way boss pill is fake! Some people just cant see! Xiaobo was very pissed off, 

unbending as he spoke. What a pity, a waste!! 

Xiaobo had unconditional confidence in Lin Yi- Lin Yi called this a miracle pill, and a miracle pill it was! 

Now his own father was blaming him? Xiaobo couldnt hold it in anymore. 

Xiaobo, lets go. Youve tried giving the gift, but someone here calls himself a miracle doctor when hes 

just an old quack. Lin Yi said faintly to Xiaobo as he walked over with Tang Yin and Fen. 

Youre not a Kang- this does not involve you! Miracle Doctor Kang was infuriated that ginseng Lin Yi 

person was butting in again- he didnt intend on holding back at that point. 

Xiaobo and his friends had ruined todays feast!! He decided to just break with them already- where did 

these people get off causing trouble during his birthday feast?! 

Chapter 377 – Being the Supporting Character For Once 

Mister Lin! Tianyi couldnt believe his eyes- Lin Yi was at the birthday feast, and he seemed to be on Kang 

Xiaobos side! 

There wasnt a moments hesitation as Tianyi picked Lin Yis side over Miracle Doctor Kang- he had to 

explain to Lin Yi that he was here at the doctors birthday feast simply out of respect! 

 

Mister Lin, why are you here! I have to apologize, I didnt see you earlier! Tianyi flew to Lin Yis side under 

the shocked eyes of the audience, his tone respectful as he spoke. 

There was no need to weigh the benefits Lin Yi would bring with those Miracle Doctor Kang would- there 

was no need for hesitation whatsoever. It was especially so after Guan Xuemin mentioned Lin Yis 

intention of making a Miracle Doctor Guan brand with him. 

What the hell was a Miracle Doctor Kang when Lin Yi had all that to offer? Miracle Doctor Kang? The guy 

only had one Golden Creation, that was it! Lin Yi was the real Miracle Doctor here!! 

 

Ah, just here with a friend. Lin Yi shrugged, a smile on his face. Though it looks like somebodys not very 

interested in my pill. Shouldve given it to you if I knew what was gonna happen. 

Really, is that so! Thats excellent news! Are there more? Tianyi felt so loved in that instant- hed never 

doubted Lin Yis pill for a second- hed even believe him if he said he could bring the dead back to life! 

After all, his father was a living example of just how legendary Lin Yi was- an old man, healthy and strong 

and even thinking of starting a garden recently!  

Tianyi had nothing but gratitude towards Lin Yi. 



The hundred million was absolutely well spent- he had to make sure he remained on good terms with 

Lin Yi. 

Not at the moment. A master gave it to me. Lin Yi shook his head. Ill give you one if theres more. 

Very well, thank you, Mister Lin, thank you! Dont you worry, Im not one to take something for nothing. 

As long as you still have a miracle pill like that Id very much be willing to give you another hundred 

million! Id happily give two hundred million if you will it, Mister Lin! Tianyi said. 

His father was all healthy now, but having a miracle pill at home would be really nice as well. He wasnt 

much younger himself, and there was no telling when he might need it. 

Everyone present, Miracle Doctor Kang included, stared in utter disbelief- that pill that Zhaoming 

crushed It was worth two hundred million..? 

If Liu Tianyi wasnt such a well-known name to the people present, theyd very likely assume that Xiaobo 

had hired him to put on an act, but 

He was Liu Tianyi.  

Even Miracle Doctor Kang himself wouldnt be able to get someone like that to do that, let alone Kang 

Xiaobo!! 

Yi, why didnt you give this old man one of those pills? Its such a pity to have been crushed for nothing! 

Something absolutely surreal happened the next instant, just as everyone was in disbelief- Guan Xuemin 

walked over and patted Lin Yi on the shoulder, a smile on his face. 

Miracle Doctor Kangs face underwent a couple of changes- was that pill actually real? Why would even 

Guan Xuemin step out to say that???  

Xuemin wasnt earning as much money as he was, but the man was indeed a much better doctor than he 

was! 

Grandpa Guan, Mister Liu- Im leaving right now, how about you? Lin Yi asked with a smile. 

I still have something to talk to you about- of course Im leaving with you! Xuemin understood what Lin Yi 

meant by that.  

Their soon to be medicine company would be directly competing with Miracle Doctor Kang for the 

market, anyway- there wasnt any need to continue being on good terms with him at this point. 

Theres no point staying here anymore, might as well accompany you, Mister Lin! Tianyi announced his 

loyalty right away- he very much understood the importance of a miracle doctor to the family. 

And this was a miracle doctor who could revitalize youth! There were no longer any need for Tianyi to 

be putting on airs anymore- what use was money and power when hed lose it all after dying? 

Having Lin Yi as a friend meant having a shield against death- Tianyi was no idiot. 

Xiaobos father had been about to scold Xiaobo for the friends hed gotten himself- what kind of people 

were they, to cause trouble at the birthday feast like that? 



He couldnt believe the scene before his eyes. 

His sons friend was a very big somebody- he had Liu Tianyi of House Liu and Guan Xuemin treating him 

like a good friend!  

It had absolutely disgraced Miracle Doctor Kang- he was now at the highest disadvantage. 

Lin Yi turned back and looked at Xiaobo faintly. If youre a man then prove it- hold Fens arm and prove it 

to everyone. 

It was an ideal opportunity for Xiaobo to announce Fen as his girlfriend- his parents could be unwilling 

all they want, but there wouldnt be much they could do about it after this. 

Hed given Xiaobo a nice start- the whole crowd was on his side. Xiaobo announcing something like that 

during the heat of the moment would be staggering. 

Xiaobo nodded- he held Fens arm and puffed his chest up as he turned to his cousin. Cousin!! Ill pay you 

back for all youve done to Fen one day! 

Who the fuck do you think you are! Dont think youre a big shot just because your friend knows some big 

shots!! Zhaoming was acting cocky, but he was no idiot- he fucked up. 

The way Tianyi and Xuemin were talking about the pill made it seem like it really was authentic- he didnt 

know where that Xiaobo got it from, but the fact was that hed crushed it! 

 

He wasnt sure what to do- afraid that people would start blaming him, Zhaoming directed all the 

attention towards Xiaobo. 

Xiaobo didnt pay him any heed, but turned to his second grandpa instead, his voice full of 

disappointment. Miracle Doctor Kang- I really am not good enough for you, arent I? Youd accept a fake 

ginseng and fake recipe happily, but when Im the one genuinely giving you a miracle pill you treat it like 

trash Haha… A house like yours- I wouldnt want to be included. 

With that, he took Fens arm and walked out the ballroom! 

Lin Yi had laid the foundation for him already- Xiaobo really would be quite a coward if he couldnt 

muster the courage to say something like that despite all he had going for him. 

He took Tang Yins arm and walked behind Xiaobo- he was the supporting character this time around, 

and Xiaobo was the main character! 

 

Miracle Doctor Kang knew at that instant that todays event would be one to remember as he watched 

Lin Yi and Xiaobo leave. 

Wheres that pill? Miracle Doctor Kang had nowhere else to vent his frustration. 

The pill Zhaoming gulped as he looked at where hed stepped earlier 

The Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing had been cleaned up by the staff a long time ago… 



Chapter 378 – Meeting A Fatty 

But, just when Lin Yi was about to exit the ballroom, something else happened 

Yixun and a middle-aged man were rushing into the ballroom just as Lin Yi was headed for the exit! 

 

The middle-aged man was the owner of Moon on the Sea- Mister Tian. Hed originally come with Yixun 

to pay his respects- after all, he was the boss of the establishment where the celebration was being 

hosted. 

But hed entered the ballroom to find, much to his surprise, people leaving the birthday feast already! It 

shouldve just begun, and the food hadnt even been served yet- why were there people leaving? 

Yixun whispered in his year during his confusion. Mister Tian, this is Mister Lin. 

Ah!! Mister Tian paused and took a closer look at Lin Yi- as expected, he looked the same as the 

photograph in the documents! He hadnt been paying attention before, but now that Yixun had brought 

his attention to it he started walking over with a kind smile on his face. Master Lin, are you leaving? 

Ah Uncle Tian, right? Lin Yi guessed as the man walked over with Yixun. Im just attending my friends 

second grandpas birthday feast with him. Weve presented the gift, but it doesnt seem to be good 

enough for them- no point in staying and make a fool of ourselves. 

Mister Tian frowned- Master Lins present, not good enough? Were those people out of their minds?  

But he didnt know if Lin Yi was on a mission or not- he didnt want to say too much, deciding to just nod 

instead. Then should I have someone accompany you to the exit? 

Its alright, well go by ourselves. Lin Yi waved his hand and smiled. 

Alright, call me or Li if you need anything. Mister Tian nodded. 

The scene put the audience in even more of a shock- Mister Tian of Moon and the Sea was a celebrity in 

Donghais upper society, and here he was, being all respectful towards Lin Yi! 

Just who in the world was this person? 

A young master from a rich family? That seemed like the likely case 

Miracle Doctor Kang, on the other hand, had the worst expression on his face- never would he have 

expected for Xiaobos friend to be someone of such background! He would never have let Zhaoming 

crush the pill if hed known Lin Yi were from a powerful family. 

From the looks of it, that pill was authentic 

Fuu Xiaobo let out a long breath after walking out the ballroom. He held his fists tightly- there was still 

adrenaline in him. Boss, that was the first time Ive felt something like that! I felt so proud! That look on 

my second grandpas face, and Kang Zhaoming! Their faces were all twisted, probably regretting crushing 

that Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing! What an idiot, hes in for it when he gets home!! 



Haha Lin Yi patted Xiaobo on his shoulder. At the very least, Xiaobo had taken his first step today- hed 

become a true man! 

 

Indeed, such a pity! If I had known that it was Mister Lin whod supplied the pill Id have run up and 

snatched it in front of everyone laughing! Tianyi said, clearly very regretful that the pill had to go down 

like that. What a crime it was, to waste something that heavenly! 

Fen had been worried the whole time that Kang Zhaoming and his whole family would be shaming her 

with all their might, but it seemed that even someone like her got to look down on the Kangs from a 

higher ground! 

 

When Xiaobo had spoken those cold words, too, telling Zhaoming that hed get him back for all the hurt 

hed caused Fen It moved her, excited her- Zhaoming couldnt even say anything, he just stood there 

blinking! 

 

Thank you, Xiaobo Fen then turned to Lin Yi. Thank you Xiaobos boss 

Haha, stop it. Lin Yi waved a hand. Were a family now, arent we! Xiaobo, the next thing Ill do is give you 

a stage for you to perform on. Youll be able to get on the same level as Miracle Doctor Kang, even go 

beyond him! 

Really? Xiaobo froze, his eyes shining with hope. Hed never doubted Lin Yis words before- the really was 

but a mere expression of his shock. Boss, thank you! Trust me, I wont let you down 

During Xiaobos excitement, a fatty came running out of the ballroom, puffing and panting as he made 

his way to the group. Bro Bro, wait Wait for me 

Lin Yi looked at the panting fatty- what the hell? Whore you talking to? 

Im talking to you, bro! The fatty ran up to Lin Yi and swooped down into a kneeling position. Bro, please! 

Sell me that Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing! Ill pay you anything! One hundred million- no, 

even five hundred million is fine! 

…… Lin Yi didnt know what to say- what the hell was wrong with this fatty, charging out at him to 

purchase a pill? He thought it was real? 

Bro, please, Im begging you! The fatty jumped onto Lin Yis leg and latched onto him after seeing his 

silence- he started sobbing and crying all of a sudden, tears and snot everywhere. Sell me one, please, Ill 

pay you anything Youll be the savior of this Fatty Lai if youre willing to sell me just one Im begging you 

(In Chinese we can say I, Marcy, will or this Marcy here will in very smooth and natural ways.) 

What the- just dont cry first! Lin Yi was at a loss for words- he wanted to ignore him, but this guy was 

crying out of nowhere! He looked really sad, too. He wasnt sure how to respond to a grown man crying 

and kneeling in front of him like that. 

Bro, if you just promise me Ill stop crying Fatty Lai snorted his snot out- it dripped down Lin Yis pants, 

sending a chill down his spine. 



Then why dont you cry to death. Lin Yi said, speechless. 

Then if I stop crying youll sell it to me? Fatty Lai asked after abruptly stopping his sobbing. 

Old Lai, what are you even doing? Just say what you need to say, whatre you doing crying like that? 

Tianyi spoke up, evidently an associate of the fatty. 

Old Liu, Youre standing up straight without any hip pains, and youre dads all cured and healthy now 

Good for you, but my old mans still in a hospital bed Fatty Lai started sniffing and crying again at the 

topic. I asked you to tell me who the miracle doctor who cured your dad was but you wanted to keep it a 

secret! If I dont take this opportunity now Ill lose it again! You old fox!!! 

Lin Yi understood what this was about now- this dude has a sick father as well, and had asked Tianyi who 

he knew about his father after learning of the cure Tianyi, not having Lin Yis permission, didnt dare just 

tell other people about him. This Fatty Lai must have quite a grudge against Tianyi because of that. 

But the fatty was no idiot- with only Xiaobos Pill of Life Extension and Toxic Cleansing and Lin Yis 

performance hed ascertained that Lin Yi was the one whod cured Liu Zhenhu!! 

Chapter 379 – Fighting For Trash 

Bro, now that Im not crying anymore will you sell me one? Fatty Lai wiped his eyes as he turned to Lin Yi, 

not paying Tianyi anymore attention. 

No. Lin Yi shook his head. 

Why Bro I have money, all I have is money, I can spend whatever that old fox Liu Tianyi can spend, and 

more! Fatty Lai started sobbing again. 

…… Lin Yi was a little troubled- why did this fatty like to cry so much? He was a total crybaby! Helpless, 

he decided to explain himself. I only had that one pill, I dont have any now! 

Is that so Then when will you have more? Fatty Lais face turned as sad and sour as could be- that pill was 

the last one! 

 

Im not sure. Lin Yi didnt know this Fatty Lai- he wouldnt just give him a pill out of nowhere. The few he 

had were for promoting his company when it opened, he couldnt just waste them! 

This Fatty Lai was a crybaby, and he seemed to be a good son, but good sons and daughters who happen 

to be crybabies were plenty- if all of those people jumped on his leg and wiped their snot and tears on 

him asking for pills then Lin Yi would have to work himself to death making them those pills. That, or hed 

get annoyed the life out of him first. 

That was why he couldnt make this exception- hed decided firmly that he wouldnt give the pills to 

people he werent close with! 

 

Ah I I s-see Waah Waahh The fatty started crying his heart out again. Miracle Doctor Kangs bastard 

grandson, that damned grandson, desecrating that heavenly pill!! Curse him curse him 



…… Lin Yi pitied Fatty Lais situation, but pity wasnt enough to warrant giving him the pill. He wasnt a 

charity, after all 

At that moment came a cleaner, walking over with a trash bag in his hand, headed to the dump in the 

resort area. Fatty Lais sharp eyes recognized him as the cleaner whod swept up the pills remnants- he 

bounced off the ground and charged to the cleaners side. Dont throw that away, just give me that trash 

bag! 

The cleaner jumped in shock, not sure how she should react to the fatty whod charged at him with tears 

and snot on his face. W-W-What are you doing! 

Fatty Lai didnt bother explaining- it was simply too much trouble. He reached for the trash bag and tried 

to pull it away from her. 

The cleaner, on the other hand, wouldve been crying out for help had the bag not be full of trash. One 

look at that crazed look on Fatty Lais face and the cleaner let go immediately, leaving the bag full of 

useless trash behind as he ran away in fright 

There was no way shed fight a lunatic like that over a trash bag! As the cleaner ran, he thought about 

how fattys clothes had hidden his insane tendencies pretty well. 

Fatty Lai did not care what the cleaner thought of him in the slightest- the pill Zhaoming had crushed 

was the priority here!! 

 

Lin Yi, Xiaobo, Tang Yin, Fen, and even Tianyi stared at the crazed fatty, shocked as they wondered just 

what the hell he was planning on doing. 

Old Lai, whatre you doing! Whats the matter with you, what are you doing! Tianyi may have had some 

differences before, but they were still good friends- he couldnt just let him go crazy that shamelessly! 

What if his business rivals saw that and filmed it, itd humiliate him! 

 

But Fatty Lai didnt seem like hed heard Tianyi at all- he pulled open the trash bag and started pulling the 

items out one by one, throwing them into the trash can! 

 

There was a half eaten lunch box, a cup noodles container, tissues with snot in it, a chewed bubble gum, 

a one-time pair of chopsiticks There was a lot of variety in the bags contents. A fly and even a mosquito 

came flying out from there. 

Tianyi was quite disgusted- had the fatty gone mad?! What on earth was he doing? 

Be quiet! I need to find that pill that spoiled child crushed! Fatty Lai roared as he flipped through the 

contents of the bag. 

Shaking his head, Lin Yi decided to leave him be- hed be lucky if hed managed to find it. Zhaoming 

mightve crushed it, but the effects were still intact. 



Tianyi was stunned as well- he wasnt expecting for Fatty Lai to come up with something like that He was 

looking for the pill Zhaoming crushed! 

 

Found it! Found it! Fatty Lai removed his hand from the trash bag- there was some black stuff on it. He 

raised it in the air, very excited to have attained the treasure. I found it, I finally found it! 

HAHAHAHAHA!!! 

Haha, congratulations, Brother Lai! Tianyi walked over and patted the fatty on his shoulder. 

Fuck off! Fatty Lai said impolitely, glaring at Tianyi. Dont you try to take my Pill of Life Extension and 

Toxin Cleansing I wont give it to you!! 

Im not Tianyi knew that Fatty Lai wasnt very happy with him withholding information on Lin Yi, but that 

wasnt his fault, he didnt have Lin Yis permission! He wouldnt dare just expose Lin Yi like that. 

Eh? Whys this pill so big? I dont remember it being so big??? Fatty Lai walked over, his face curious as he 

looked at the black stuff. Bro, do you mind taking a look for me? Is this the one Eh? Theres a bad smell 

Ah, its one of those, right? Good medicine all smell bad. 

…… Lin Yi took one look at the black stuff on Fatty Lais palm before darting his body away, pulling Tang 

Yin back as she walked over for a look. 

Whats wrong? Tang Yin asked- why was Lin Yi pulling her back? 

Thats the pill, but its been merged with dog poop. Lin Yi said to the fatty. Scoop out the left side with the 

lighter shade, that smells cause thats the poop part 

Ah? Fatty Lai stared with wide open eyes as sweat dripped down his forehead. Dog poop 

Yet the fatty gritted his teeth- even if there was dog poop on it he needed to retrieve the pill!! 

Tianyi broke out in a cold sweat- merged with dog poop..? This Fatty Lai sure had shitty luck 

But Fatty Lai didnt think so. He actually found himself to be quite fortunate! So what if there was dog 

poop on it, he was lucky enough to have found it in the first place! It was something worth celebrating, 

it didn’t matter if there was dog poop on it! 

 

Fatty Lai carefully scooped out the poop part, but didnt do it completely- there was some of the pill on 

the dog part, but Fatty Lai couldnt go any further He couldnt just bring dog poop back home for his 

father to eat, could he? 

He threw the poop part into the trash bag and carefully held the other part in his hand. There wasnt a 

container for him to use, so he took out a cigar box and dumped all of the former into the trash can 

and containing the crushed pill inside the box. 

Chapter 380 – Go Retrieve It 



Lin Yi thought to himself that the fatty sure was rich- those cigars were clearly very luxurious, and here 

he was, dumping them without a seconds hesitation. The cost for that pill wasnt even the value of one 

of those cigars 

But it was different for Fatty Lai- to him, what he held in his hands was pure treasure. To him, it was 

worth way more than just a hundred million- Lin Yi wasnt even willing to sell it for five hundred million! 

This was a priceless item, an ultimate rarity! 

 

As the saying went- gold doesnt buy you years! If his father got to live ten years longer after taking the 

pill then it was, without debate, a priceless treasure! Although, the pill was now a lot less than it had 

been Would it still be effective? 

At that thought, Fatty Lai turned to Lin Yi. Bro, the pill is a smaller than before, does it still work? 

Much of the original crushed pill had been stuck onto the ground and swept up into the broom already 

after Zhaoming destroyed it- there wasnt much left. 

A little. I dont know about five or ten years, but one or two is possible. Lin Yi said. It depends on how 

many toxins are in your dads body, and also the condition its in 

My dad has uremia. Will the toxins still be cleansed? Fatty Lai had been the most worried about Lin Yi 

ignoring him- now that he was responding to his inquiries Fatty Lai used that momentum to get as much 

out of LLin Yis guidance as possible, insanely overjoyed as he did so. 

Yeah, itll have some effect. Itll give him something like one or half a year, there shouldnt be a problem. 

Lin Yi said. 

Ugh Will he be cured? Fatty Lai asked urgently. 

Maybe if he eats ten or twenty of those pills? Im not too sure. Lin Yi didnt want to lie to the man- uremia 

wasnt something you could cure that easily, you needed acupuncture comboed with Eastern medicine 

to achieve a cure. 

Bro, then could you help cure my father Ill give my life to you and work for you, do whatever you want 

and pay however much you want Waahh Fatty Lai kneeled in front of Lin Yi again, getting more than just 

snot and tears onto his pants- Lin Yi now had someone with dog shit in his hands hugging onto his leg. 

Ugh Let go of me first. Lin Yi was thinking that his pair of pants had to go- hed throw them away after 

getting home. 

Youll cure him for me? Fatty Lai asked, delighted. 

You get up right now, scram back home, and give that pill you picked up to your dad so he wont be dead 

anytime soon! Lin Yi said helplessly. Let me think about this! Also, you seem to be a bit of bigshot- are 

you a celebrity? 

Alright, Ill go home right away! Fatty Lai nodded immediately before answering the question. Ive made a 

bit of a name for myself in the business world. Do you need something, bro? 



Its nothing, Im starting a company in a couple days, you wanna come to the opening ceremony? Ill 

distribute another Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing that day. Lin Yi nodded. Youll have time, 

right? Its fine if youre not. 

Yes, yes, yes!!! Ill have time!! Fatty uttered the three words instantly, horrified that Lin Yi might hear 

him wrong and cross his name out from the invitation list- he was so excited he just might faint. Ill go be 

your follower, dont you worry! I might be fat, but Im strong! Im best at carrying stuff around! 

 

Then you can leave now. You can get my phone number from Mister Liu. Lin Yi was really backed up by 

this fattys persistence- might as well give him a pill, since he wanted to distribute them to people for 

testing. 

Alright, alright! Fatty Lai nodded, satisfied as he walked Lin Yi to his crappy van. So Lin Yi liked cars like 

that? Fatty Lai thought that he should get a car like that as soon as possible, too, so as to be the best 

follower for Lin Yi! 

Meanwhile, Miracle Doctor Kangs birthday feast was still taking place. The guests still had big smiles on 

their faces, but the doctor found the atmosphere off. He looked at Zhaoming, who was standing at a 

side, and remembered what had happened earlier. 

Miracle Doctor Kang waved Zhaoming over after the guests finished presenting their gifts. 

  

Zhaoming rushed over, still remembering his fuck-up. The situation was as clear as it could be now at 

this point- Lin Yi was a young master. He didnt know how Xiaobo got to know him, but Lin Yi wasnt just a 

nobody! 

 

He was able to gather at least that much, from what hed seen of Moon on the Seas Mister Tian, Liu 

Tianyi, and Guan Xuemins attitudes towards Lin Yi. His Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing, too, 

was very likely authentic as well, probably some rarity from who knew where  

And Zhaoming crushed it to crumbles, under his foot, no less. 

Grandpa Zhaoming walked over carefully as his hatred towards Xiaobo deepened. Why couldnt he had 

told him about his new bigshot boss hed just met!! He wouldnt have been humiliated like this 

otherwise! 

Go and look for that cleaner from earlier, and retrieve that Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing he 

swept away! Miracle Doctor Kang, naturally, was able to understand something so simple that even 

Xiaobo could understand- he also felt that itd be an extreme pity for the pill to be in the trash, if it were 

real.  

But he couldnt let the outsiders see something as shameful as that. Remember, dont let anyone see 

you! 

Understood, grandpa! Zhaoming nodded quickly- there was still a chance to redeem himself, he just 

needed to do what his grandpa told him! 



Zhaoming slipped out the ballroom when the others werent paying attention. In truth, he was a very 

minor clown character, nothing important in the slightest- people wouldnt be paying attention to him in 

the first place. 

Zhaoming walked out the ballroom and bumped into the cleaner from earlier- he quickly walked over. 

Maam, excuse me, but where did you throw the trash from earlier? 

Zhaoming needed something from this cleaner, that was the only reason he was treating her so kindly. It 

wouldnt be happening in any other circumstance. 

The trash can outside, but The cleaner hadnt finished her but when Zhaoming turned and darted away! 

The cleaner only shook her head- shed wanted to warn him about the fatty whod wrestled the trash bag 

from her, but Zhaoming didnt give her that chance at all. 

Zhaoming feared that the trash bag had been picked up by someone else already- he charged outside 

quickly right after the cleaners words, and got out of the ballroom to see an opened trash bag right next 

to a trash can! 

Zhaoming was in shock- did someone steal it before he got here?! He remembered that there were 

people who flipped through the trash cans near the resort and hotels around here, looking for bottles or 

anything that could sell for scrap money But they shouldnt have known anything about the pill, should 

they? 

He didnt want to dilly-dally around- with speed, he ran over and picked the trash bag up, searching 

through its contents 

Hm? This should be the one! Zhaoming retrieved some black stuff from the trash can. 

 


